Excavations at Oxford Castle, I965-I973
By T. G.

HASSALL

SUMMARY

The redevelopment of large areas of the site of Oxford Castle provided the occasion to
examine late Saxon occupation levels under the Castle Mound and the east part if the Castle, as
well as aspects of the Castle Moat and the Barbican. Finds from the site included groups of
Saxo-Norman pottery, medieval textiles, a halfpenny of Eadred, and large quantities of medieval
and later leatherwork and iron objects. The possibility that the Church of St. George in the
Castle was on a pre-Conquest site is also discussed.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Oxford Castle is first recorded in 1071 when a later account, the Annals of
OStnty, states that' in that same year was built the Castle of Oxford by Robert de
Oilly the First '.' The Castle was inserted into the western end of the late Saxon
town and it made use of the river in its defences. The site had previously been
occupied by houses as Professor E. M. Jope demonstrated in 1952 when he found a
honeycomb of undisturbed late Saxon pits under the south side of the Castle Mound
( FIGS. I and 2 ) .'
It is possible that these houses were extra-mural, for Domesday
book refers generally to buildings both within and without the wall,3 and the line of
tile pre-Castle town defences is uncertain at this point. Subsequently the Castle
provided the entire western defence of the town.
The 'orman Castle was presumably of earth and timber, in plan comprising a
mound and bailey. It is possible that the Mound is a secondary addition and that
tile Castle when first built may have taken the form of a • ring-work'.< Possible
support for this suggestion comes from Professor Jope's excavations in which a deposit
of dirty gravel separated the uppermost late Saxon occupation and the first tip
layer of the Iound construction.5 This layer can be interpreted as a layer associated with a • ring-work' phase of the Castle before a later building of the Mound,
although this interpretation was not suggested by Professor .J ope. If this interpretation is correct then St. George's tower may have preceded in date the construction
of the Mound. It is also possible that St. George's Tower and tlle Crypt ( FIGS. I
and 2), the earliest surviving Norman stonework, may have stood on the site of an
earlier church. 6 The Castle had little history, except during the Anarchy, when in
I Am141ts A/onasluij de OSLneia (AM. Afon., IV. Rolls Ser. 186g), g.

E. M.Jope, • Late Saxon Pits under Oxford Castle Mound', DxonunJin, XVU- XVIll (195 2 -3), 77- III.
) V.C.fI. O:con., I, 3Q6·
~ E. S. Armjlage, The Eorly Norman Cast/II ofthe British Isus (London, 1912), ?<H2.
ee abo B. K. Davison,
I The Origins of the Castle in England: the Institute's Research Project t, Arch. J., CXXIV ( 1967), 205-7,
and ror a discussion of the term' ring·work • see R. Allen Brown, • An Historian's Approach to the Origins
of the autie in England " Arch. J·t CXXVI (lgGg"I, 133-5·
iJOpe, op. cit. note 2, 81-2 .
• Sa: the Appendix below.
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1 142 King Stephen besieged the Empress Matilda.1 The Castle was again under
attack in the Barons' War of 12 I 5 and an eastern Barbican was constructed in the
following year (FIGS. I and 5).
The royal records which survive from the end of the 12th century constantly refer
to repairs carried out to the Castle and it is clear that the original wooden buildings
were all replaced by stone ones, including the surviving base of the Round Tower
and the Well Chamber (FIGS. I and 2).8 From the middle of the 14th century the
Castle was allowed to fall into decay and its functions ceased to be military; it
remained useful as a gaol and assizes were held there up to 1577.9 Despite its
decline in importance Agas' map of 1578 shows the Castle as an impressive building,
although the eastern Barbican had disappeared and encroachments had begun
to appear on the Moat.'·
In 1546, Christ Church acquired St. George's in the Castle, and in 1613/14
the college purchased almost all the rest of the site. The state of the building at
that time can be seen in a contemporary plan." During the Civil War, the Castle
was re-garrisoned by the Royalists. In 1649 the Commonwealth Army refortified it
and this work resulted in the levelling of most of the wall towers. Three years later
the new works were destroyed . The extent of the destruction can be seen in David
Loggan's map of 1675." All the stonework had been removed except St. George's
Tower, the base of the Keep, and the Round Tower and the ruins of the original
Shire Hall.
The end of the 18th century saw further great changes. In 1776 New Road
was built across the northern part of the Bailey. In 1785 the County Justices
acquired the site and a new prison was built. Five years later the construction of
the Canal terminus completed the in-filling of the Moat. The building of County
Hall in 1841, a Militia Armoury in 1854 (from 1876 used as the Oxfordshire Constabulary Headquarters and demolished in 1966) and the extended prison in 1856
largely obscured the site.
In the 20th century further buildings were erected, including the present County
Education Offices in 1912 at the corner of Tidmarsh Lane and New Road, on a site
previously occupied by the Parochial School ofSt. Peter Ie Bailey and before that the
City Pound. Nuffield College replaced the Canal Terminus between 1949 and 1958.
In 1966 the former Oxfordshire County Council decided to build the new
headquarters of the Council on the present Castle site and not outside Oxford .
Stage I of the redevelopment was on the Oxfordshire Constabulary Headquarters site,
adjacent to the Castle Mound. The Council gave the Oxford City and County
Museum (now the Oxfordshire Department of Museum Services) permission to
carry out rescue excavations in 1966. The excavations were conducted by the
writer and the results were supplemented with information from the County's own
i

The medieval hutory of the Castle i.s described in TJu History a/the King's Works, ed. H. M. Colvin, II,

77'- 5·

• R.C.H.M. City oJ Oxford ( 1939), 156--8. The Round Tower is not discussed by the RC.H.M. but it
is so described by the Ordnance Survey.
'T. W. Squires, In W,st Oxford ( 1928), 52~. This chapter describes the post-medieval history of the
Castle and conveniently prints extracts from the maps cited below.
" Ibid. , PI. XXX.
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subsoil investigation in 1965. In 1967 the contractor's work was observed, together
with building works on New Road in 1972, under the auspices of the Oxford
Archaeological Excavation Committee. All these investigations into the area of
the Castle Mound from 1965-7 and 1972 are descri bed in the first section of this
report. ' J
Preparation for Stage II of the County Council development began in 1970.
The Oxford Archaeological Excavation Committee conducted a preliminary excavation in that year and this excavation was extended in 1972 and 1973." Meanwhile
the former Oxford City Council had begun its Westgate development in 1969 which
also impinged on the Castle.'; These 1969-75 results have been grouped together
in the second section of this report.
I.

CASTLE MOUND,

1965-7

AND

1972

The excavations (FIG. 2) carried out between 1965 and 1972 were concerned
with the northern side of tl,e Castle Mound, i.e. on the opposite side of the ~[ound
from Professor Jope's excavation of 1952. The 1965-7 excavations took place in
the triangle of land enclosed by New Road (N), the Mound itself(E ) and Tidmarsh
Lane (W). This site was previously occupied by the Oxfordshire Constabulary
Headquarters which was used as the Oxford Militia armoury and barracks from
1854 to 1876. The site is now occupied by Macclesfield House, the completed
Stage I of the County Offices, together with its northern forecourt.
The 1972 excavation lay parallel with New Road and was necessitated when the
wall retaining the Mound, built in 1776, partially collapsed in March 197" It was
replaced by a reinforced concrete retaining wall faced in stonc.
Preliminary site investigation was carried out by George Wimpey and Co. for
Oxfordshire County Council in 1965. TillS investigation consisted of eight boreholes
1-5, 5A, 5B and 6, sunk into the Mound and the surrounding areas to determine the
nature of foundations required for the Stage I offices and the stability of the Mound.
In the Spring of 1966 four archaeological trenches, I-IV, were dug by hand in
the north-western side of the Mound. They were sited at intervals around the base
of the Mound adjacent to the retaining wall. Further observations were made
during the basement work which began in the Autumn of 1967. The method used
by the contractors was to line the perimeter of the site with interlocking steel sheet
piles and then to excavate the interior by machine.
Thc new retaining wall on New Road built in 197' was constructed in 10 metre
sections. To prevent the Mound from slipping the contractors drove a series of
short piles about 1 metre behind the old wall. Once these piles were secured the
old wall was taken down and the footing for the new wall excavated. The new
footings are much wider than the old wall although the same alignment is preserved.
Throughout the whole operation it was possible to observe the stratigraphy and
examine archaeological features. The contractor's trench has been called Trench
V.
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These four boreholes were sunk in the area of the proposed office block. They
showed fill consisting mainly of soft to firm brown clay with rubble and stone
fragments; below this fill was alluvium consisting generally of soft to firm or!lanic
clay, silt and peat underlain by very stiff to hard fissured grey clay (Oxford Clay)
at depths varying between 3.65 m. and 5' 18 m. below modern ground level.
The detailed sequence in one of these boreholes (Borehole 4) is shown in FlO. 3.
The layers excavated were: layer I, soft to firm brown clay with rubble and stone
fragments; 2, loose grey and brown silty sand and gravel; 3, soft black organic silt;
4, medium dense clayey coarse sand and gravel; and 5, very stiff to hard fissured
clay, i.e. the Oxford Clay.
It is clear that all these boreholes were penetrating the Castle Moat and this
interpretation was confirmed in 1967 when the bulk excavation took place.
0
finds were recovered from the boreholes.
I.

THE BOREHOLES,

Boreholts 1-4

(FlGS. 2

Boreholes 5, 5A, 5B and 6

3)
Boreholes SA and 5B were both abortive. In each case the auger penetrated
the topsoil, layers 10 and 12, but the auger was ofa type which CGuld not cope with
the gravel and clay make-up of the Mound, layers I I and 13.
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Boreholes 5 and 6 were sunk by shen and auger and were able to penetrate
right through the Mound into the natural gravel below. Borehole 6 reached the
underlying Oxford Clay, layer 25.
The sequence oflayers in Borehole 5 was : 6, topsoil; 7, firm brown sandy clay
with some gravel and topsoil; 8, brown silty fine to coarse sand with fine to coarse
gravel; 9, brown fine to coarse sand with fine to medium gravel. From the position
and description of9 it must be the natural gravel.
Borehole 6 was the most instructive of the boreholes through the Mound. As
with the other boreholes it first penetrated topsoil, layer 14, and below that the
layers were: 15, brown silty sand with some coarse sand, stone fragments, and pockets
of firm brown sandy clay; 16, boulders in some sand; 17, medium dense brown
silty sand and gravel; 18, stiff grey sandy clay with fine gravel and stone fragments ;
19, brown silty sand and fine gravel with some clay pockets; 20, stiff grey clay; 21,
brown medium to coarse sand and fine gravel with occasional silty pockets. At
60·65 m. O.D. the auger reached a layer of soft brown clayey silt with fine to medium
gravel, 22. From this description it would seem that layer 22 was the original
topsoil covering a layer of brown silty medium to coarse sand and fine to coarse
gravel, 23, i.e. the natural gravel which overlay 24, firm to stiff mottled brown and
grey clay with some fine gravel, and 25, very stiff fissured grey clay (Oxford Clay).

2.

EXCAVATIONS

1966-7

(FIGS.

2 and 4, and TABLE I)

Trench I

The trench (FIG. 2) was cut by two modern service trenches, 1,2 and 1,3, but
was otherwise undisturbed. Below the tarmac was a gravel surface of the former
drill yard, 1,13, and a flower bed adjacent to the modern retaining wall, 1,4, Below
these layers was a series of miscellaneous tip layers, 1,5-17 which extended to a
depth of 1·67 m., the limit of the excavation. Finds from this trench ranged the
18th and 19th centuries.
Trench II

The gravel surface, 11,1, seen in Trench 1 extended over Trench II (FIGS. 2 and
4) except where cut through by modern services, 11,1 a. A layer of mixed loam and
clay, 11,2, provided a base for this gravel and in turn 2 overlay a layer of washed
gravel and loam, 11,3. Beneath the gravel and loam was a hard-packed rubble
pathway, 11,4. The pathway rested on a layer of dark loam, II,S, and skirted a
layer of compacted clay with gravel, 11,6, about 25 em. thick, which formed the
capping of tile Mound.
Beneath tile capping of the Mound, at a level of 58· 48 m. O.D. was a small
gully filled with gravel and a layer of clay, II,7. There was a single sherd oflate
Saxon pottery in this feature. The gully had been cut through a layer of dark
brown loam, 11,8 which was firmly sealed by the capping of the Mound and in
turn sealed a layer of hard gravelly loam with some clay, 11,9· 9 rested on clean
natural gravel. There was no trace of the old topsoil.
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Trench III
The sequence oflayers in Trench III (FIGS. 2 and 4) followed that of Trench II.
Beneath the modern levels, III, 1-2d, and the foundation trench for the retaining
wall of the Mound, III,2b, was a layer of washed loam, III,g, following the angle
of the Mound, levelling off on a hard parallel gravel and rubble pathway, III,4.
This pathway sealed a layer of black loam, III,5, which in turn rested on the clay
capping of the Mound, III,6. The capping appearcd to have been stepped into the
natural gravel.
Below the capping at 58.5' m. O.D. was an apparent occupation lcvel, 11,8
and 8a : these two layers were separated by a root hole or animal burrow. This
level comprised gravel and loam mixed with charcoal fragments and a small piece
of slag (SF III,4) and as with II,8 and 9 it rested directly on the natural gravel. It
was the only layer to produce a reasonable quantity of pre-Mound pottery (38
sherds).
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Trench IV
In this trench ( FIGS. 2 and 4) the layers of modern make-up, IV,J-3 were
deeper than in Trench III. 3 contained two late J 7th-Jearly J8th-century coins
(SF IV, I and 2). Again a pathway, IV,4, sealed a layer of clay, loam and gravel,
IV,5, lying on top of the clay capping of the Mound, IV,6, which was not stepped,
but at a slightly acuter angle than in Trench III.
Beneath the Mound at 58·" m. O .D. was a pre-Mound surface of gravel with
some clay, IV,g, into which was dug a post-hole, IV,ga, 0'125 ffi. in diameter and
o· 30 m. deep. Beneath 9 was natural gravel.
The Contractors' bulk excavation
Because the site was sheet piled no detailed sections were obtained but nevertheIeee some records could be made.
10
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On the eastern side of the site the natural gravel beneath the Mound was
0 further pre-Mound features were observed with the exception of a
exposed.
0 dating evidence was found in association with the
single inhumation (FlO. 2).
burial nor could its alignment be determined.
The western two-thirds of the bulk excavation was entirely in the Moat. The
fill of the Moat was organic silt with mud-pre erved plant remains. At no time was
the bottom of the Moat reached, nor was its western edge seen, which must lie under
or beyond Tidmarsh Lane.
3.

EXCAVATION

1972

Trellch V
The ground in tI,is trench (no. 2) had been very badly disturbed by a long deep
trench, F3, recently dug into the Mound behind and parallel to the 1776 retaining
wall which was being reF laced. It had been dug through the accumulation behind
the retaining wall, through tl,e clay capping of the Mound and into the natural
gravel. In only a few places could the clay capping of the "'found be observed.
Two small pits, V,Fl, and 2, beneath the Mound were recorded. They
contained small quantities of pre-Mound pottery but they had been badly disturbed
by F 3·
DISCUSSION

Taken together, the results of the boreholes, the excavations and the additional
observations between 1965 and 1972 compliment Professor jope's excavation of
1952 and provide information on three aspects of the site: the pre-Mound levels,
the Moat, and the Mound.
The boreholes emphasize that me Castle was built at the extreme edge of tl,e
second gravel terrace where it sloped down to join the river. The site is above the
modern controlled flood level and presumably was also above the flood level in
historic times. There was therefore no geological conlrol on settlement on the site,
yet the number of pre-Mound features was very few when compared wilh the
density encountered by Professor jope in 1952. There are three possible explanations. First, the evidence of boreholes 5 and 6 suggests that the original natural
ground surface may have been higher than that encountered in the hand dug
trenches. Second, the pottery evidence suggests that pre-Mound features dated only
from the half cenlury before the building of the Castle. Therefore there would have
been little lime for dense deposits 10 have accumulated. Thirdly, the area examined
may have been parI of the rear of properties fronting the east-west street which
presumably ran across the site prior to the building of the Castle. This street would
have continued the line of the modern Queen Street at Bonn Square to the western
end of St. Thomas' Slreet at Quaking Bridge. Thus Professor jope's site with its
building debris would have been situated on a developed street frontage while the
site under discussion would have been set well back. It is still not po<sible to say
whemer this settlement was inside or outside the lIth-century defended perimeter
of the town.
The inhumation beneath the Mound is undateable and may not be connected
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with the late Saxon deposits in any way. It would seem to be too far away from St.
George's Church to be connected with a pre-Castle burial ground of a possible late
Saxon church (see Appen<lix below).
Although no detailed cross-section of the Moat was obtained its eastern profile
where it joined the Mound can now be reconstructed (FIG. 3). There can have been
no berm separating the two. The clay lining of the edge of the Moat which continued as a capping for the Mound presumably provided sufficient stability to prevent
the Mound from slipping although there seems to have been some early wash off the
Mound, layer 5 in II, III and IV. The clay lining would also have prevented the
natural gravel from eroding into the Moat. The sequence of silting in the Moat is
shown by borehole 4 and Trench I. Only tlle centre of the Moat was wet by the
time the pathway was constructed around the base of the Mound in the 17th
century.
The current excavations throw no light on the problem of the chronology of the
building of the Mound. The boreholes show that the capping extends over much
of the surface of the Mound clay and gravel mix, but its main interior constituent is
gravel. Borehole 6 shows that the interior of the Mound is not homogeneous near
the top and it is quite possible that the Mound was originally lower than at present,
possibly terminating at a level with layers 18 or 20. The upper layers would then
be associated with the building of the stone Keep which presumably replaced an
original wooden tower. It may be significant that the level of the Well Chamber
floor coincides with layer 18, because this level may be the original top of the Mound.
OF TilE CASTLE, 1969-73
Between 1969 and 1973 a series of excavations and observations were carried
out on the eastern defences of the Castle in connection with Oxfordshire County
Council's Stage II development, now known as County Hall, and with Oxford
City Council's re-alignment of Castle Street and building of Westgate ( FIGS. I and 5).
New County Hall is an eastwards extension of the Assize Courts of 1841.
H;'torically the site first formed a part of the late Saxon town until the building of
the Castle in c. 1071. Most of the new building lies over the Castle Moat, but the
block which connects the old and the new buildings crosses the line of the Bailey
Bank. TIlls bank, crowned by a stone curtain wall,;' shown in Agas' Map of 1578
and it is particularly clear in David Loggan's Map of 1675, by which time the curtain
wall had been oomantled.'. The north-eastern corner of the new building extends
just as far as the outer lip of the Moat. There were major encroachments on this
part of the Moat from at least as early as the 16th century, although the Moat did not
entirely ooappear until the end of the 18tl1. A Salvation Army Citadel was built
in 1888, in the side wall of which a large settlement crack used to be clearly visible.
Other buildings which were demolished to make way for the new building consisted
of various COWlty Council offices and the canteen, at one time the Oxford Electric
Cinema.
The realignment and widening of Castle Street at its southern end together with
the construction of the basement for Westgate affected the area occupied from 1216
2.
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until some time in the 15th century by the Barbican in front of the main gate and
bridge of the Castle. The Barbican was built by Faukes de Breaut'; after his capture
of the Castle during the Barons War.'7 In order to build the Barbican de Breaut';
demolished the Church of St. Budoc which was subsequently rebuilt outside the
Westgate. While the Barbican was in existence the street from what is now called
Bonn Square to the Westgate at Paradise Street would have been on a nortll-south
alignment with tenements on its eastern frontage. Tllis street, togetller with the site
of the di.msed Barbican had become known by the 15th century as New l\Iarket.' 8
By the 16th centllry the New Market had been encroached upon on its eastern side
and the street had shifted westwards onto the pre-1969 alignment of Castle
Street. Thus the present alignment of Castle treet represents its third.
On the County Hall site it was possible to combine limited controlled excavation
with observation of building works. After the site was cleared of building in 1970
and hefore its u" as a temporary car park, a single trench, I ( FIGS. 5 and 6), was
dug mechanically at right angles to Bath Place, the southern continuation of
Bulwarks Lane and not now in eJOstence. The purpose of this trench was to confirm
the position of the eastern lip of the Moat. Subsequently in 1972 two further
trenches, II and I II, were dug across the presumed line of the Bailey Bank. During
the contractcrs' excavation for the new basement it was possible to observe additional
features adjacent to all three trenches as well as in the area largely occupied by the
Moat between the three trenches.
On the Barbican site no formal excavation was possible at any stage. The site
of SI. Budoc's Chllrch was uncovered during the roadworks in 1969 while the
Barbican ditch and associated features were exposed during the contractors' bulk
excavation for \Vestgate. In fact the discovery of the Barbican was unexpected.
The contractors had totally to excavate its fill, and back-fill the ditch with concrete
before building could take place.
Trtnch I
This trench ( FIG. 6 and TABLE 2 was dug by machine across the outer eastern
lip of the Moat which was found precisely where it was predicted. Like the Castle
Mound the edge of the ~Ioat had been rC\'elted by a clay lining which had scaled one
pit, F'19, as well as holding back the sloping gravel sides of the Moat. The subsequent contractors' exea"ation allowed the plan of the Moat to be extended and
revealed further features both ante- and post-dating the Moat. A ditch, F17, may
have been the earliest feature, since it was filled with old topsoil. This ditch was
similar in shape and fill to F27 in Trench III. Only a very short stretch was uncO'Tred. This ditch and the pit F49 preceded the construction of the Moat, while
pits F43, F44, F45, F46, F47 and F62 all seem to post-date it. These pits were
presumably associated with the first encroachments on the Moat which appear to
ha"e taken place as early as the mid 12th century.
The top fill of the Moat, LI2 (Section C-D, FIG. 7) consisted of mixed material
17 Walttr ofCo«ntry (R.S. I ii, 226 ; Rot. Lilt. Claus., 1,41)8 : Clint RollJ 1227-31, 350 ; 1234}. In Tht
King's fJ'twlc,. ed. H. ~I. Colvin, J1, 771 5. only a wntern barbican is mentioned.
,I H. E. Salter, Sunn aJOxford. ed. W. A. Panlin and W. T. Mitchell, D.H.S., N.S., xx (1g6gI, 75. For
New Mark~t5('C Wood'fCil.1ofOxj'ord, ed. A. Clark. C.H.S., xv I 88g.J. 491,
His~r:J o/dll
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TABU 2

Flow diagram showing the relationship of Features and Layers in the East Part of the Castle Excavations,

'969-73and brown loam, possibly derived from the Bailey Bank. The Moat itself was
filled with black organic material. During the later bulk excavation by the contractors the fill of the Moat was divided into three layers for the purposes of separating
the finds: [2 / [, the fill down to the formation level of the new basement; [2/2,
the material dug out of the pile caps below the basement level, and [2 /3, the deepest
excavation of all from the base of the lift shaft. On later examination the material
from these layers showed no chronological significance.
On the opposite side of the Moat a second section A-B ( FIG. 7) was recorded.
At this point the clay lining was very eroded and had been thickened by an additional
layer of clay and gravel in the 17th century. Below the lining was a series of preCastle pits, F51, F52, F53 and F54·
Trench II
This trench (FIG. 8 and TABLE 2) was heavily disturbed by modern features,
F[-[o, but a few earlier features survived. There was no sign of the Bailey Bank,
presumably because it was thrown down into the Moat when this was finally filled,
but three pits of pre-Castle date were found, F6, F7 and Fg. F6 was split by the
concrete footing F2 but the filling was so similar that it was considered to be one
single pit. These three pits were all cut into the natural gravel whose top level was
nowhere seen. The implication is that these pits were all well below the pre-Bailey
ground surface and they must therefore have been sealed by the Bailey Bank. This
suggestion is confirmed by the fact that the eastern part of F6 was firmly sealed
beneath the sloping clay lining of the Moat, F[5'
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Trench III
This trench (FIG. 8 and TABLE 2) was again first excavated mechanically and
later greatly extended during the contractors' bulk excavation. Like Trench II,
this trench was heavily disturbed by the footings of buildings and part of a basement
adjoining the old County Hall. The majority of the features were either sealed by
the clay lining of the Moat, FI5, or would have been sealed beneath the Bailey
Bank. In some places the old topsoil was visible and a V-sectioned ditch, F27,
at least o' 7 m. deep, was filled with it. This feature contained a single rim sherd
of Fabric S so that it was certainly a late Saxon and not an earlier feature. The
remainder of the trench was largely taken up by pits. The internal relationships
of these pits and others recorded during the contractors' excavation is shown in
TABLE 2, while the finds are describtd below.
Pit F23 was notable for a coin of
Eadred (94!l-gS4 A.D.).
On the northern side of this trench it was possible to see a build-up of occupation
levels above the natural. The sequence began with a pit, F32, which was the
earliest feature dateable by ceramics. The pottery from this feature, Fabric E,
a late Saxon ware, dates from the late 8th/early gth century to the late 10th century.'9
Sealing F32 was the floor ofa sunken hut (FIG. g). This small building was heavily
disturbed and in part destroyed by an extension to the contractors' excavation.
Nevertheless, it was possible to reconstruct its plan and section. The floor of the
" This chronology depenw on the type: sequence at the St. Aldate's Oxford sites, to be published in a
report by n. G. Durham in a subsequent Oxonimsia, A typescript is available at the Oxfordsbire Archaeological Unit. 46 Hythe Bridge Street, Oxford OXI !2EP.
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hut, layer 35/2, measured 2'26 m. E.-W. by 4'78 m. .-S. The floor was sunk
I . 04 m. below the old topsoil and consisted of red clay beneath which was mixed
gravel and red clay. At the southern gable end there were three post-holes, F3.t,
F40 and F42 . Two further post-holes were excavated on the eastern side, F41,
F59, but only one post-hole, F60, was excavated in the middle of the northern gable
end. The positions of the remaining four post-holes could be inferred. The
diameters of the post-holes ranged from 0·6 m. to o' 3 m. On top of the floor was
an ashy occupation level, layer 35/1. The interior of the hut was filled (up to the
level of the old topsoil) with clean gravelly material. The post-holes could be seen
rising through this material. A sherd from the floor, layer 35/2 and two sherds
from the back-filling, F35, were Fabric R, St. eot's type ware. A further sherd
from F35 was Fabric S, an early sandy fabric.
Above the back-filled hut a series of occupation levels, layer 73, sealed it (FlO.
10). Further sherds of Fabric R were recovered from this level (small finds 14, 16,
17 and 18 marked on section E-F). As in section A- B the lining of the Moat,
F15, had been thickened in the 17th century by an additional layer of clay and
gravel, L38, section E-F.

The Site oj St. Budoc's Church and the Barbican Ditch
During the reduction of the level of Castle Street in 1969 a coffin, WF74,
was uncovered beneath the former eastern pavement of the street ( FIOS. 5 and II ;
TABLE 2). A previous coffin was reported to have been found in 1682 somewhere in
this area.'· The coffin was sealed by a layer of clay above which was a layer of
mixed loam and gravel. The coffin itself lay so ncar the surface that all but the
western end of its cover showing the top of a cross, as well as most of the burial
inside, was destroyed by the machine levelling the site. The burial still contained
fragments of textiles with fly puparia adhering to it. The coffin lay on the north
side parallel to a stone wall footing. This wall could not be traced in either direction
since its eastern end had been destroyed by a basement and its western end by ser"ices under Castle Street. To the south of the wall lay a further burial, WF76.
Both the burials sealed earlier pits. The coffin sealed WF75 from which four
sherds were recovered: Fabric AE : I body sherd ; Fabric r : three tripod pitcher
sherds. These sherds must date from the late I I th to early 12th centuries. The
other pit, WF77, was of the same date and seven sherds were recovered from it :
Fabric r: 4 body sherds ; Fabric AC (an early medieval ware) : I base (diameter
21 em. ) and 2 body sherds.
During the subsequent building of Westgate in 1970 the plan of the Barbican
Ditch, WF5, was exposed during the contractors' excavation. The ditch had cut
through an earlier pit, WF24. No meaningful sections were recovered since the
only ones to survive were at the edge of the new basement which was at an oblique
angle to the ditch. Once the black organic fill of the ditch had been removed it was
possible to record the bottom level at 54' 7 m. O.D. The ditch itself was cut into
natural gravel with a profile steeper on its inner than on its outer edge. Like the
main Moat, the sides of the ditch were lined with blue clay up to 10 em. thick.
u 1V0000's City ojOx!ord, ed. A. Clark, D.H .S., xv ( 188g), '108.
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Brnrath this lining was a layer of haTd packed gravel and stones. The lower inner
and outer slopes of the ditch especially on the northern side were owrlain by spTeads
of laTge stones.
There were two distinct fills in the ditch. The lowest 'ilt layer was a mixture
of sand and gravel containing a few find,. Above this primary silt was a thick black
depo'it containing layers of organic material and stones as well as large quantities of
pottn,), leather and bones lboth animal and human), as wcll as some woodrn
objects, textiles and metalwork.
Adjacent to the ditch and apparently related to it were two very lar,l:(e pit',
WF,S and WF60. Like the ditch these pits were only seen in plan. They were
filled with the same kind of organic material. Their function is uncertain since
they were much laTger than conventional pits. Their interpretation is further
complicated by the fact that from their position they would appear to have been
situated between the medieval street and the Barbiean ditch,
DISCUSSION

These excavations and obser.ations taken as a group illustrate clearly the
development of the eastern defencrs of the Castle from the pre-Castle urban occupation, through the period of the first building of the Moat and the subsequent addition
of the Barbican ditch, to the final abandonment of the Barbican and later the Moat.
The evidence of Trench III with its depth of occupation levels points towards the
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existence of a developed late Saxon street frontage. This street was apparently on
an east-west alignment and was presumably the continuation of Queen Street
from Bonn Square across the site of the later Castle Bailey. The ceramic evidence
points to the occupation levels beginning in the mid-late 10th century. It is not
known whether these houses and pits would have been within the defended perimeter
of the town or whether they belonged to suburbs outside the 'burh' defences.
The only building whose plan could be reconstructed was the sunken hut. The
existence of the ashy occupation layer on the floor implies tbat this was an actual
living level although there could have been an upper storey. If this interpretation is
correct, however, the interior was back-filled with clean material before the surrounding posts were withdrawn. The hut may have been contemporary with pits
F23, F28B and F70. An analogous structure has subsequently been excavated at
All Saints Church, where a late Saxon cellar was apparently finally used as a conventional cess pit... Cellars of this type and date have been found before in Oxford
from such sites as the Examination Schools site in High Street in 1876, and no ltss
than nine were found at the Clarendon Hotel. However, in all these cases no signs
were found of timber lining or of the house superstructure." Similar structures
are known from other late Saxon towns, notably Thetford.'J
The construction of the Castle must have involved a diversion for traffic around
the south side of the Castle and through the medieval Westgate. This diversion
presumably made use of Castle Street whose original nortll-south alignment has
been argued above." The pits found beneath the site of St. Budoc's Church may
have belonged to houses fronting on the western side of this street. St. Budoc's
Church itself, ()<f at least its churchyard, appears to date from tl,e 12th century.'S
This church was not the only early encroachment close to the Castle Moat as the
pits in Trench I demonstrate.
The construction of the Barbican ditch clearly involved a major local disruption.
Its useful life seems to have covered a period of perhaps two hundred or at the most
two hundred and fifty years by which time the accumulated rubbish within it had
consolidated enough to allow the space to be used for the New Market.
By the later medieval period the main Moat was also becoming heavily silted
and by 1600 it was frioged by houses with gardens apparently running down into
it. One such house has recently been recognized at No. 29 Castle Street, which is
apparently a modified late medieval structure.,6 Despite this, the evidence from
Trench III points towards a partial refurbishing of the inner side of the Moat at that
poiot, presumably during the Civil War. The subsequent dismantling of the
Castle in 1652 and more probably the building of New Road, the Prison and the
original Assize Courts, resuIted io the complete levelling of the bailey bank down to
the underlying late Saxon levels.
11 T. G. Hassall with n. G. Durham and H. Woods, • Excavations at Oxford 1973- 4'J Oxonimsia, XXXIX
(1975),54-7.

u E. M. Jope, • The Clarendon Hotel, Oxford.
discussion of pre.... ious finds from Oxford.

Part I.

The Site " Oxonitn.ria, xxm ( 1958), 9-10, for a

1) For a summary of late Saxon urban structures see P. V. Addyman •• The Anglo-Saxon House : a n~
review' J Anglo-SlJXoll EnglmuJ, 1 (1972\, 291-5. For Thetford see Brian K. Davison, 'The Late Saxon
Town ofThctford : an Interim Reporlon the 1964-6 Excavations', Mtdieval Arduuoloo. XI (1g67), J8g-208.
~4 See p. 245.
~5 E. M.Jope, Saxon Oxford and its Region', Dark Age BrittJin ( 19~6), ed. D. B. Harden, 239.
I

" ] am grateful to Messrs.]. Blair and P. Lankester for this information.
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THE FINDS
By MAUREEN
Introduction

THE POTTERY.

MELLOR

The aims of this report are :
(a) to describe the fabric of the sherds and the associated potting techniques and
correlate them with the sequence established at 79/80 St. Aldate's.'7
(b) to assist in the dating of the Castle Mound, the area probably rendered sterile by
the Bailey Bank, and of the infilling of the Castle Moat and the Barbican Ditch.
About 550 sherds of cooking-pots, bowls, a cup, and pitchers were recovered from
truncated pits in late Saxon and early medieval deposits. 21 % of the sherds were associated with the Castle Mound; 47% were excavated from pits and a structure, F35, probably
sealed by the Bailey Bank, and 8 % from an area sealed beneath the clay capping of the
CastIe Ditch. A further 24 ~iO were salvaged from pits outside the outer lip of the Moat.
The sherds were very fragmentary and only nvo complete profiles, both bowls, were
reconstructed. The pits were largely unassociated and onl} a few contained enough sherd!
to be representative of proportional trends. The pit groups as a whole within each area
were however considered helpful in assisting the dating of that part of the site. Fabric
percentages of the sherds withjn each feature and their internal relationships were illustrated (TABLES 1,2 and 3). The sherds were recorded as miscellaneous where they were too
fragmentary to be assigned to a fabric type. P23!0/1 is the pottery number of the sherd in
layer/feature 23, P23 / I I is the pottery number of the sherd in layer 23 / 1. Sherds from
pit groups associated with St. Budoc's and the Barbican Ditch do not appear in the Tables.
The pottery groups sealed by the Castle Mound, its early defences, and those presumed
sealed by the Bailey Bank, suggested a mid to late IOtl,- to late I Ith·centuty date, while
pits excavated outside the outer lip of the Moat suggested a mid 12th·century or possibly
later date. 16 fabrics were noted, three of which were no' local (Fabrics G, X and <).
The majority of pre-Castle wares were tempered with limestone S-rits (Group 1) .18
These wares were superceded by sandy wares (Group III) after the building of 'he
Mound and Castle Defences. Flin, wares wi,h o,her inclusions (Group II) represented a
very small proportion at anyone period.
About 450 sherds were salvaged from the Moat, FJ2. 4' % were medieval, the rest
post-medieval. A homogeneous group of about 1,200 sherds, ranging from an early 14thcentury to mid 15th-century date, was salvaged from the Barbican Ditch, F5.
The Medieval Potlny

GTOUP lA-Shelly Limestone. Fabrics Band R
Fabric B, Oxford late Saxon Ware: about 18 sherds were found) including two rimsherds (FIG. 12, I)" and a base sherd.3· A piece of ,ooled fired clay which had suffered
severe secondary burning on the internal surface was also found. It may have been a
lamp base (FIG. 12,2).3' All 'he sherds from F32 were Fabric B, the only feature to contain
a substantial quantity of this fabric. Fabric B was also recovered from the excavations
under the Castle Mound in 1955" and was 'he dominan, fabric from 'he late 8th/early 9th
centuty '0 the la'e loth 'early II th century at 79/80 St. Aldate's (Phases 1-4).JJ
Fabric R, 51. eot's type \-Vare : ten sherds of this ware were selected from F23 and
F23/ 1 for analysis and were found to contain rossil shell associated with bryozoa. Since
non-fossilized bryozoa may be too fragile to survive wedging and throwing, this is evidence
11 See note 19.
11 Durham, op. cit. nOle 19. Classification of the Pottery.
u Durham, op. cit. note 19. P~J I/O/ I.
J. Durham, op. cit. note 19. P'll6/ 1/7.
)11 am gra1eiul to Professor Jope for this suggestion.
E. M .Jope,· Late Saxon pits under Oxford Castle
Mound '. OxonimsUJ, XVD- XVUI ( 1952--:3 ), 105, Fig. 35. No. 56, for possibly similar lamp.
11 Jhid.• 87. 93. for a published description of a similar fabric.
n Durham, op. cit. note 19. histogram.
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that fossil shell was used in the Oxford region. It was suggested' that the gritting may in
fact be added as a crushed shelly limestone temper '.J<
The usual characteristics associated with this type of ware in the region were noted.ls
The vessels represented were round cooking-pots,16 and straight-sided bowls/cooking-pots.
The cooking-pot rimsherds were :

,6 rolled everted (diameters '40-'90 mm. ) (e.g. FIG. '2,3.6).
7 flared everted (diameters '50-,80 mm. ) (e.g. FIG. '2, 7). The cooking-pot rim
forms appeared to be of no chronological significance as they were found in the same
contexts (e.g. FIG. '2,4,5).37 One base sherd from a cooking-pot, F28A, joined base sherds
from F35 (F'G. '2 , 8) . The sunken hut, F35, yielded three sherds in this fabric and a series
of occupation levels which sealed the hut contained three sherds of Fabric R (SF's 14, 16,
'7 )· Only two rintsherds from straight-sided bowls/cooking-pots were found ( FIG. '2, 9,
10).

St. Neat's type Ware accounted for some 15 % of the pottery excavated from under the
Castle Mound (Trench III, layer 8), compared with '0% from Professor Jope's excavation
in 1952.3 8 But it was the predominant ware in mOSl of the pits probably sterilized by the
Bailey Bank and F23, F28B and F70 contained more than 85 % of it,39 while at 79/80 St.
Aldate's this ware never represented morc than 26% of the total at any onc period.40
The small percentage of St. Neot's type Ware found under the Mound suggested that this
ware had met competition from another major fabric before the building of the Mound

(c. 1070).

Group IB-Oolitic and other limestone. Fabrics AG, BP, BR
Fabric AG, Oxford Early Medieval Ware: bulbous cooking-pots," straight-sided
bowls/cooking-pots,P shallow d.ishes43 and a Spout44 were found in this fabric. The bulbous
cooking-pot rims were simple (FIG . 12, 14, IS), diameters ranging between 110 mm. and
280 mm. Bases were convex (diameters 110 mrn. to 250 mm. ) . Cooking-pots in this
fabric were found under the Castle Mound and in the area probably sterilized by the
Bailey Bank while a straight-sided bowl/cooking-pot with more developed rim (FlO. '3, 6)
and two shallow dishes (FlO. '3,2, 3) were found in the early wash off the Castle Mound
(Trench Ill, layer 5)'; and in the pits outside the Moat, F63. Incised linear decoration
was noted on two sherds (FIG. 13, I ) while a third had both incised linear and stabbed
rosctte decoration (FIO. 12 , 13 ).46 Decorated sherds in this fabric were not recovered from
certain pre-Castle deposits.
Fabric AG was found in pre-Mound contexts in '952<7 and '966, and in the '966
excavations it appeared to have superceded Fabric R (St. Neot's type "Vare) as the major
ware prior to the building of the Castle Mound. It was also present in some features which
were probably sterilized by the Bailey Bank and was still a major ware in many of the
pits outside the Castle Moat.
One partially glazed ridge tile in this fabric was recovered from the Barbican Ditch,

14 R. Hunter, unpublished Bradford University M.A. thesis N6ulron Activation AfI4lysis of St. N60t's tyJn

w." ('975), 79·

BE. M. Jope, • Medieval Pottery in Berkshire', B6rlu. Arch. Journal, L ( 1947), 54.
• Excavations at Logic Lane, Oxford', Oxoniensia, XXVI- XXVtl {lgGl-2}, 54-8.
3 6 Radcliffe, op. ,it. note 35, 56, Fig. 9, No. I.
31 Ibid. , 56.
). Jope, op. cit. note 31, 85.
H Radcliffe, op. cit. note 35, 58 .
•• Durham, op. cit. note 19. Phase 6a .
• ' E. M.Jope,' The Clarendon Hotel', Oxoniensia, XXII (1958), 6..1-. Fig. 17. BtB39 .
•' Ibid., 48.
H Radcliffe, op. cit. note 35. 62, Fig. 12, NO.9 .
.. Jope. op. cit. note 31, 103-4. Fig. 34, Nos. 36 and 37 for form only.
• , Ibid., 94-5.
4' Radcliffe, op. cit. nOte 35. 61, Fig. 13. Nos. 6 and 7.
47 Jope, op. cit. note 41, 37.
I7
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F5 (FIO. 13, 7)." It is unusual to find glaze on non-sandy wares in Oxford although nonsandy glazed fabrics are known from Ascot Doilly49 and Seacourt.S o
Fabric BP : this hard ware (Moh 7) was wheel-thrown; internal grooves were visible
on the internal surface. It was uniformly fired in a reducing atmosphere to grey. This
fabric has not previously been recognized in Oxford.
The two sherds were found in F9 and F36 in the area presumed sterilized by the Bailey
Bank. F9 yielded an asymmetrical strap handle with a thumb groove down the centre of
the external surface and a very distinct thumb mark at the base of the handle (FIG. 12, 19).
Fabric BR : about '4 sherds from all areas of the site were found, including two
cooking-pot rimsherds (diameters 150 mm. to 240 mm.) and a convex base sherd
(diameter 220 mm.). One cooking-pot rimsherd was decorated with light finger tipping
(FlO. 12, 23) and the other rimsherd although fragmentary appeared to be slightly inverted
(FlO. 12,24). The base sherd, too small to be illustrated, may have been the base ofajug
with a partly glazed internal surface.s l It was from a disturbed context (Trench III,
layer 3). This fabric was not noted at 79/80 St. Aldate's.

Group II- Flint with other inclusions. Fabrics AQand BF
Fabric BF : 16 sherds including two cooking-pot rimsherds (FIG. 12, 18) and one bowl
rimsherd (diameter 280 mm. ) from F46 were recovered. One rimsherd with a slight
thickening at the shoulder is a rim type not usuaUy associated with Oxford wares ( FlO. 12,
17). One sherd with a lattice pattern stamp was noted (FlO. 12, 16).5'
This fabric represented only a smaIl proportion of the wares found associated with the
Castle.
Fabric AQ: I rimsherd with deeply impressed finger tipping on the rim and linear
decoration on tl,e shoulder of the cooking-pot (FlO. 12, II), together with Wee body sherds
and two bases (FIG. J 2, 12) were found in this fabric in the area probably sterilized by the
Bailey Bank. Deeply impressed finger tipped decoration has previously been thought
characteristic of wares associated with a slightly later period.s] Alrhough no sherds in
Fabric AQ were found before the 13th century at 79/80 St. Aldate'sl4 comparable sherds
from Abingdon have been found in probable lIth-century contexts.55 36 sherds in this
fabric were recovered from the Barbican Ditch; these included four comb-decorated
rimsherds, and a shoulder ofa pitcher (FlO. 13,8,9). A strap handle with stabbed decoration in this fabric was also found (FlG. 13, 10). A similarly decorated pitcher in a similar
fabric was found with a well group at 83 St. Aldate's,56 dated late 14th to mid 15th century
by analogy with pottery from 79/80 St. Aldate's.57 The presence oflhis type of pitcher in
the Barbican Ditch confirmed the evidence from 83 St. Aldate's that such comparatively
coarse wares were in use together with the finer late medieval wares.

Group Ill- Sandy and Finer Wares. Fabrics G, S, X, Y, :C, AE, AG and AM
Fabric G, Northampton type Ware :5' three sherds of this fine fabric including one

4' E. M. Jope and R. 1. Threlfall, 'The Twelfth-Century Castle of rucot Doilly, Oxon. j Its history and
excavation', Antiq. J., XXXIX ( 1959', 265. Fig. 19. K8, possibly similar. E. M. Jope, 'The development of
pottery ridge tiles in the Oxford Region'. Oxoniensia, XVI ( 1951 ), 86-88, Fig. 21.
4'JOpe. op. cit. note 4B ( 1959', 256.
5° M . Biddle, • The deserted medieval village of Seacourt, Berks.,' Oxoniensio, XXVI-XXVII (1961-2', 136,
Fabric 3.
s' See notea 21 and 2:.1: .
P R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford and E. M. Jope, ' Eleventh and Twelfth Century Pottery from the Oxford
Region', Oxonieruia, v ( 1940), 47-8, Fig. 8, NO.4.
HJOpe, op. cit. note 41, ¥J.
54 Durham, op. cit. note 19, Phase 8.
ss M. Parrington, ' Excavations at Broad Street', Oxonitnsio, XL (1975), 31, Pit So, Fabric C.
s' Durham, op. cit. note 19, well group F45.
51 Ibid., Phase 11.
J'J. H . Williams, I A Saxo-Norman Kiln group from Northampton', Northamptoruhire Arch., 9 ( 1974),

46-56.
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rimsherd were recovered from F36 and F49 (FlO. 12, 22). Sherds of Fabric G are known
from the Clarendon Hotel59 and 79/80 St. Aldate'•. '·
Fabric S : 15 sherds were found beneath the Castle Mound and the Bailey Bank.
These are among some of the earliest sandy wares found in Oxford and may be either
hand-made or wheel-thrown. One rimsherd was recovered from the Ditch F27-F17
(FlO. t 2, 20), while another rimsherd (diameter t 70 mm.) was found in Trench II, layer 7.
One much hand-worked base sherd was also found (FlO. 12,2 I). Sherds of this fabric from
F2 I appeared to have suffered secondary burning. Similar sherds have been found elsewhere at 79/80 St. Aldate's" and All Saints Church." The variable potting techniques
associated with this fabric and its presence on several sites suggest that Fabric S was of local
origin.
Fabric

X : this fabric is an import to the region and three sherds only were recovered

from the area presumed sealed by the Bailey Bank.
Fabric Y, Oxford Medieval Ware: few sherds were stratified below the Bailey Bank
though in pits disturbed by a concrete footing, F2, were a partially glazed sherd which was
found to be very similar in fabric to the sherd with linear red slip decorat.ion, excavated by
Professor Jope in 1952,6] and an unglazed rimsherd with notched decoration, possibly from

a cup (FIG. 12,26)." A lightly thumbed rimsherd (FlO. 12,25) and a body sherd were
recovered from F36 and two body sherds were found in F49, sealed by the outer clay
capping. Although no certain stratified glazed wares in this fabric were found in preCastle contexts, glazed sherds in Fabric Y were found in the early wash off the Castle
Mound (Trench III, layer 5). The presence of four sherds in this fabric in pre-Castle
contexts shows that Oxford Medieval Ware (Fabric Y) was being made before c. 1070 and
the presence of unglazed wares such as cooking-pots and pitchers (FIG. 13,4,5) in the pits
outside the moat suggested that this ware continued in production for a long time afterwards. Both glazed and unglazed wares in this fabric were first noted in Phase 6a at 79/80
Sl. Aldate's.
Fabric Z, Stamford rype Ware :'5 three stratified sherds were found; one body sherd
with thin pale green lead glaze from F28A (Stamford rype A) 66 and two body sherds from
F3 1 (Stamford type G) with bright and pale yellow lead glaze-<>ne may have belonged to
a straight-sided bowl. Fabric Z was first noted at 79/80 St. Aldate's in Phase 6a.'7
Fabric AE : 20 sherds including one rimsherd (diameter 130 mm.) and one base
sherd (diameter 1go mm.) were found under tbe Castle Mound and in the surrounding
area. It was present at 79/80 St. Aldate's, Phase 4-8. Fabrics AE and S represented
the earliest local sandy wares from the site.

Fabric AG : two well glazed wheel-made sherds were found in F63 and F64, beyond
the Castle Moat, in association with Oxford Medieval Ware (Fabric Y). This fabric was
noted in Phase 6a and subsequent phases at 79/80 St. Aldate's.68
Fabric AM, Oxford Late Medieval Ware: 36% of the sherds from the Castle Moat,
FI2, were in this ware; !herds were for the most part very fragmentary. The pottery
salvaged from the Barbican Ditch, F5, yielded 80% of Fabric AM. They included two
s' Jope. Gp. cit. note 4', 35-6, BIAI ; 36, BIBI and B184 for published description of similar fabric.
60 Durham, op. cit. notc 19. PI80/ I/l.
61 Ibid" Phases 2, 4, 6a and 6b.
6, B. G. Durham, • All Saints Church 'J forthcoming, F75·
6) This sberd is visually very similar to Winchester Tripod Pitcher; I am indebted to K.a:herine Barday
for this information . CfJope, op. cit. note 31, 90'"""2. I am grateful to Professor Jope for showing this sherd
tome.
64 Martin Biddle and Katherine Barclay, I Winchester Ware', in V. I. Evison et al. (eds.), Medieval
Potkryjroln Excavations. Studies prestnttd to Gerald Clough Dunning (1974), 146, 156, Fig. " Nos. 3-6, for further
information on cups.
'5 J. G. Hurst. • Saxo--Norman Pottery in East Anglia " Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian SociIl..Y,
1..1 (1958), Part II], 37-65·
" ) am grateful to Kathy Kilmurry for identifying these wares.
'7 Durham, op. cit. note J9. histogram.
" Ibid., histogram.
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double shelled lamps" partially glazed in mottled green glaze; two shallow bowls, poorly
finished and glazed on the interior with a green glaze (FlO. 13, 12) ;,. two porringers
( FIG. 13, II ), both partially glazed on the interior ;,. bottles, partially glazed on the upper
part with a thick green glaze (FlO. 13, 14) ;" one biconical jug, two bulbous jugs, one
with applied strips of clay, alternating red with white and a flower pattern with a grid-

stamped red clay centre (FlO. 13, 13) ; lJ 96 baluster basesl; 35 square cut rims ;" 33 strap
handles, 26 rod handles and two pipkin handles. The lack of cooking vessels in this ware
was marked. 75

About 5% of the body sherds were highly decorated, usually with applied strips of
clay in either the same clay as the body or an iron-rich red clay. Other decorated sherrls
included a face mask,7 6 thick red clay spirals, 17 and pine cone scales. 78 Thin patchy green

lead glazes predominated.
Fabric Be, Tudor Green type \Vare : t\vo sherds were recovered from the Barbican
Ditch, F5, both sherds evenly glazed on the interior and exterior surfaces with a thick
mottled green glaze. The fabric of these local wares was very similar to the sparsely
tempered sherds in Fabric AM but appeared to be fired to a slightly higher temperature and
were always glazed on both surfaces. One sberd was from a lobed chafing dish (FlO. 13,
15)79 while it was not clear whether the other had been part ofa chafing dish or an unusual
pitcher rim with pinched out spout. This anomaly was decorated with incised lines both
vertically and horizontally (flO . 13, 16) . Similar wares in this fabric are known from

Phases 9-11 at 79/80 St. Aldate',.8.

The Post-Medieval Pottery
During tbe 18th and 19th century the Castle Mound suffered extensive pit digging,
while the area probably sealed by the Bailey Bank showed little interference since the early
medieval period. 56% of the pottery from the Castle Moat was post-medieval in a wide
range of fabrics. But the ceramic evidence was fragmentary; few profiles were reconstructed and the pottery recovered added little to the present knowledge of post-medieval
wares in Oxford. 81
The post-medieval sherds from this site are not described in as great a detail as the
medieval, but the positions of the pits are illustrated in the Flow Plan (TABLES I and 2).
Castle Mound 1966 Trench I , 94 sherds, including 18th-century Tin glaze, Creamware
and 19th-century Black Basalt Ware.
Trench II, layers 2: and 3 : seven sherds, similar in date to Trench I.

Trencb III, layer 3 :

22

sherds, ranging from the 13th to the 18th

centuries in date.

Trench IV, layer 3 : 16 sherds, including Staffordshjre Slipware and
18th-century coarscware.

Castle Mound 1972 Trench V, Feature 3 : 19 , herds, including wares of 13th- to 19thcentury date.

Castle 1972

Trench II, Jayer 1/ 1 : eleven sherds including a 19th-century bottle.
Feature 3 : five sherds, including two sherds in Fabric R (St. Neot's

type ware) and post-medieval coarseware.
"E. M. Jope et ai., • POllery from a late twdflh-century well filling and other medieval finds from St.
John's College, Oxford. 1947 'Oxonimsia, xv ( 1950), 57-60, Fig. !2I, Nos. 6 and 7.
7 0 G. Lambrick, . Excavatioll5 on the Second Sile of the Dominican Priory, Oxford', Oxonunsia. xu
(this volume), P29/ 1/ 1.
,l ~ham, oP; cit. note 19•. PIII /I/2 ; Lambrick, op. cit. '.l0te 76, P'.l47/0/ r.
)1 BiddIe, up. at. note 50, Fig. 19. Nos. 14and 15 ; 160, FIg. 25. No. 12.
n Durham, up. cil. nOte 19. Plog/s/ r.
74 Biddle, op. cit. note 50. 158, Fig. 25, No.2.
H Lambrick, op. cit. note 70, where there is also an absence of this type ofvessc:l.
"D. A. Hinton,' Mtdieualpotttryoflk OxfMd rtgion', (Ash molean Museum, 1973), No. 12.
" E. M. Jope, • Some recent finds of medieval pottery ' J Oxonitnsia, VII (1942), 73, Fig. 17, No.8.
" Hjnton. 0;. cil. note 76, No. 12.
"J. G. Hunt, . Imported pottery from the Saintonge " in op. cit. note 64, 250-3, Fig. II, Nos. 1-2 .
.. Durham, up. cit. note 19, Phases 10 and I 1.
tl Personal communication from Mrs. Jo de Goris.
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Feature 4 : 43 sherds ranging in date from the 12th to the 16th
century.
Feature 5 : five sherds including 18th-century earthenware.
Castle 1972

Trench III, Feature 71 : ont sherd of post~medieval coarseware.

Feature 38 : four sherds of 17th-century earthenware and two clay
pipe stems.
The wares salvaged from the Castle Moat included post.medieval coarse ware,
Tudor Green wares, 15th- to 19th-century stonewares, 18th-century tin glazes, slipware,
both Staffordshire and local, and an 18th-century platter and a bowl of Brill type slipware.
These were decorated in white slip and glazed with a colourless lead glaze; copper filings
were added to alternate bands to give alternating yellow and green bands (FIG. 14, 3, 4).
A second platter with a fern design in white slip was also thought to have originated from
Brill (FlO. '4,2). Pearlwares, saltglaze wares, creamwares and 18th-century earthenwares

were also recovered. One cup in Fabric Y (Oxford Medieval Ware) was also found (FlO.
14, I ). Throwing grooves were apparent on exterior surfaces. It was thinly glazed on
both surfaces with a mottled green glaze. No parallel for this cup is known from Oxford
but it was tentatively dated to the 15th century.
Conclusion
Four major medieval fabrics (8, AC, Y, and AM) have been shown to be chronologically significant at 79/80 St. Aldate's. b This sequence seems convincing as it reflects
improvements in firing which necessitated the use of fabrics which could he fired at greater
temperatures than the shelly limestone wares, and the sequence has therefore been used to

aid the ceramic dating of the Castle Mound and its defences.
Fabric B, Oxford late Saxon \Varc:, was shown to be the dominant fabric from the late
8th/early 9th century to the late loth century at 79/80 St. Aldate's (Phase 1-4). However,
only one feature, F32, beneath the presumed Bailey Bank, contained exclusively Fabric B.
Assuming that the ceramic sequence established at 79/80 St. AIdate's applied to all parts
of Oxford, features with Fabric B should pre-date features containing Fabric R (St.
Neot's type Ware), its successor. Therefore, FS2 was the earliest dateable feature on the
site and was loth·cenrury or possibly even earlier in date.

Most of the pits in the area probably sealed by the Bailey Bank, and the pits sealed by
the clay lining of the Moat, had a preponderance of Fabric R with little of Fabric AC.
The dating of these pits is difficult. Evidence from the Clarendon Hotel'] had already
suggested that Fabric R was no longer in such demand in the late

II th

century and this was

confirmed by the small proportion of this ware found under the Castle Mound in 1952 and
1966. A coin of Eadred (948-954 A.D.) found in association with Pit F23 which contained
gooo Fabric R suggested a mid to late loth-century date and this and the high proportion
of Fabric R from some other Oxford pits notably B4 and C I at Logic LaneS. indicates that
this ware predominated in some parts of the to\vn possibly from the mid lOth to the mid I I th
centuries. But a substantial proportion of this ware (26%) was not noted until Phase 6a
at 79/80 St. Aldate's where it was found in association with local glazed wares and was

dated to the late 11th century or slightly earlier. The absence of both local unglazed and
glazed wares (Fabric Y, Oxford Medieval Ware) from the majority of pre-Castle deposits
suggested that these features were almost certainly earlier than Phase 6a and the absence

of Fabric 8 from the Castle site suggested an intermediate phase between St. Aldate's
Phase 4 and 6a. However, the comparisons of two such different sites may be misleading
and features containing a predominance of Fabric R may be contemporary with Phase 4

at 79/80 St. AIdate's which would agree with the numismatic dating for F23.
The sunken hut, F35, and pits Fo8B and F70 were probably contemporary with F23.
F70 also contained a minute sherd with thick pale green glaze on both surfaces (recorded
II Durham, 0/). nt. note 19. histogram .
IJJOpc:, O/J. cit. note 41, 59.
14

Radcliffe,

op. cil. note 53. 58.
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as miscellaneous, see TABLE 3), the fabric and glaze similar to a handle from 44-6 Cornmarket (Fabric At) .• s Two evenly glazed non·local sherds were noted in Phase 4 at 79/80
St. Aldate',.
Features sealed by both the inner clay lining, FI6, F51, F52, and the outer clay lining
of the Moat, F49 and F61, were comparable with the majority of the features in the area of
the Bailey Bank.
Fabric AChad superseded Fabric R in the latest pre·Mound deposits, t.g. Trench Ill,
layer 6, so these deposits were later than the majority ofpre· Bailey deposits. Thecontinued
presence of Fabric AC as seen in the early wash off the Mound, t.g. Trench III, layer 5,
indicated that it was still a major fabric during the early life of the Castle. The appearance
of Fabric AC with another major fabric, Fabric Y, in the pits outside the outer lip of the

Moat suggested that these pits were dug at the period of transition from Fabric AC to
Fabric Y. The presence of more moulded rim forms and knife trimming on the body of
the cooking·pots in Fabric Y, together with glazed sherds in this fabric and Fabric AG, in
F63 and F64, suggested a mid 12th-century or slightly later date. Thus Fabric AC was
the dominant fabric from the mid 11th century to mid 12th or slightly later, as at Banbury
Castle 86 and 79/80 St. Aldate's, Phases 6a- 7. The pottery from pits F6 and F9 appeared
to be later than the other pits in the area probably sealed by the Bailey Bank, and although
both pits were cut by a concrete footing F2, no contamination appeared to have resulted.
These features may be contemporary with Phase 6a at 79/80 SI. Aldate's. Pit F56 sealed
by the clay lining was thought to be contemporary with F6.
The ceramic evidence from the Castle sugge ted that Fabric Y was in use just prior to

the building of the Castle and that this ware gradually increased its share of the market,
e.g. Trench III, layer 5, during the early life of the Castle, until it became the dominant
fabric in the pits outside the Moat, F43. F47 and F63. The presence of these wares in
pre-Castle contexts confirmed evidence from 79:80 St. Aldate', Phase 6a that Fabric Y
was in use by the end aCthe I I th century.
No certainly primary deposits \verc salvaged from the Moat, but a high proportion of

Fabric AM, dated to the early 14th to mid 15th century at 79 /80 t. Aldate's " may have
been a primary deposit or may have been redeposited at a later date.

But wares dating

from the 16th century to the 18th suggested that the Moat was infilled slowly during this
period.
Many fewer baluster type rims were ~Jvaged from the Barbican Ditch than bases and
handles, either because salvage work was selective, or because rims were more likely to
break into small, less easily recovered sherds. Cooking vessels were noticeably absent. 88

The high proportion of Fabric AM (Oxford Late Medieval Ware) together with coarse
wares that can be paralleled from the well group at 83 SI. Aldate's" suggested a 14th- to
mid 15th-century date for the homogeneous group of pottery from the Barbican Ditch.
The presence of so many baluster jugs also suggested that this type of vessel may have
cont inued in use throughout the 14th century and even into the 15th, but further evidence
from the ]ate medieval period is needed to confirm this.

F24, sealed by the Barbican Ditch, contained 10 sherds (not illustrated in
comparable with those excavated from FI under the Castle Mound

j

TABLE

3)

while 13 shercls from

F60 represented pitchers in Fabric AM and were probably of similar date to those recovered
from the Barbican Ditch.
The pre-Mound deposits excavated in 1966 were found to be comparable with those
from the excavations conducted by Professor Jope in 1952,'. and despite the truncated
nature of the pits probably sealed by the Bailey Bank, the earlier pits were thought to be
comparable with pits B4 and CI at Logic Lane, while pits BIA and BIB at the Clarendon
IJ T. G. Hauall, • Excavations at 44--0 Cornmarket Street, Oxford " OxonitnsUJ, XXXVI (1971). Fig. 5.
No. 17/1.
U P. J. Fuham, • Banbury Ca.ule '. Oxonunsid. xxxvm (1973). 329, 337. Fabric lI, Durham, op. tit. note 19, Phases 10 and 1'.. Jope, II/J. cil. note fig, 65·
I,See note 46.
,. Jope. op. cil. note 31, 8s-g8.
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Hotel were comparable with the pre-Bailey features . 9' Pits 27 and 35 at 44-<> Cornmarket Street were probably earlier than the majority of pre-Bailey features and may be
contemporary with F32.9. It was not easy to equate the Castle excavations with those of
St. Aldate's. I t is as yet not clear whether the earliest features under the Bailey Bank were
comparable with Phase 4 at 79/80 St. Aldate's or whether they date to an intermediate
period between Phases 4 and 6a. The later features under the Castle Mound and in preBailey deposits may be comparable with Phase 6a : it was thought that Phase 6a was comparable with the early wash off the Castle Mound, Trench III, layer 5, while the pits outside the ditch were comparable with Phase 7. However, further work in other parts of the
town is obviously necessary to establish whether a ceramic hiatus did exist at St. Aldate's
in the early 1 I th century, or whether the sites are contemporary and the difference in the
pottery is because of different activity or occupation on them.
The vessels from the pre-Castle deposits were predominantly cooking-pots; a variety
of local wares was available. This suggests an increasing choice of pottery in comparison
with earlier periods where the shelly limestone wares (Group IA) tradition predominated .93
The small proportion of imported wares confirmed previous evidence that Oxford was
engaged in some long-distance trade involving pottery before J 070. 94
The Castle site produced a fabric type series that in general could be correlated with
the St. Aldate's fabric type series, but two new fabrics were added.95 With the evidence
from the Castle excavations it was possible to date the transition of shelly limestone wares
(Fabrics Band R, Group IA) to oolitic and other limestone gritted wares (Fabric AC,
Group IB) to pre-1070, but the signi6cance of Fabric R (St. Neot's type Ware) in Oxford
in the late loth /early I Ith century is as yet not clear. But it seems surprising that the
long tradition associated with shelly limestone wares was so rapidly superceded at 79/80
St. Aldate's as the abundance and ease of availability of shelly limestone in the Oxford
Region was undiminished. The rapid change may have been necessitated by a change in
technology, or perhaps by some development in the pottery trade which may in turn
account for the apparent divergence of ceramic evidence during the J I th century at St.
Aldate's and the Castle site.
STONE OBJECTS.

By

MARTIN HENIO

I
Piece ofmicaceoL"s schist hone (Castle, late Saxon pitF36, sf 22 ) 31 mm. Other hones
of this lype have been found before under the Castle Mound.9'
2 Hone (Castle, late Saxon pit F23, sf 23). Grey green fine sandstone with bi-valve
fossils rounded at one edge, another has apparently been roughly cut at right-angles.
Clear evidence of sharpening on two flat faces. 77 mm.
3 Hone (As I, sf 25). Fine red sandstone, sides uneven, main planes flat. 100 mm.
4 Faceted lump of chalk (Castle, late Saxon pit F28A, sf 4) 30 mm. by 35 mm. A find
diagnostic of late Saxon occupation in Oxford. 97 The use of these pieces of chalk remains
uncertain, although they generally show signs of use as rubbers or polishers. They may
have been employed in some manufacturing process.
5 Piece of (?) lower quernstone (Castle, late Saxon pit F32, sf 27) 120 mm. across ;
20 mm. thick.

" Jope, op. cit. note 41, 14-15.
,. Hassall, op. tit. note 85. The pottery from Piu 27 and 35 was originally thought to date to the eleventh
century hut recent evidence now suggests that they date to the tenth century or earlier.
'3 Durham, op. cit. note 19, Phases 1-4.
'4Jope, op. cit. note 4', 34- 5. 4-0-"4·
9S Durham, op. dt. note 19. Fabrics BR and BP.
9' E. M. jope, . Late Saxon piu under Oxford Castle Mound " Oxonitnsia, XVII / XVIII ( 1952 and 1953), ga,

Fig. 38A.
"Cf E. M. Jope, op. cit. note 96, ga, Fig. 38B and C for earlier discoveries of chalk lumps from the Castle
Mound. Also J. Munby, ' 126 High Street. The Archaeology and History of an Oxford House I, Oxonunsia,
XL (197S), 303. where examples from dsewhere in the City are cited.
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6 Piece of worked stone (Barbican Ditch WF5, sf 71 ). One side is rougb but the other
which is curved shows a smooth finish. Perhaps part of a quern or mortar. 170 mm.
7 Piece of stone bowl or mortar with well smoothed sides (As last, sf 74)· Height 133
mm. ; width of rim 35 mm.9 8
8 Part of lower stone of (?) Purbeck quem, tooled on the outside and smooth within (As
last, 5(2 32 ). Side projection, width of rim 20 mm. ; projection from rim 25 mm.99
9 Length of sawn stone (?) part ofa moulding (Castle, Moat 12/2, sf 49)· 165 mm.
WORKED FLINTS.

By

ANDREW SHERRATT

Neolithic or Bronze Age material came from the east part of the Castle, secondarily
incorporated in later contexts. The large size and obvious character of the pieces submit~
ted suggests that many less obvious worked Rints would not have been recovered, so there
may have been a larger body of material. The quality of 3 suggests possibly chalk-flint;
the others gravel-flint. These flints are indicative of some srd/2nd-m.illennium activity in
this area which is not unexpected.
I Distal end of blade (post-medieval pit F3, sf I ) 7 mm. thick at median ridge.
2 Flake-blade (early medieval pit F46, sf 12) 4'7 em. by 2·8 em. with deep platform
( I . I em.) ; possible u1tilization at distal end of one side edge.
3 Broad, flat blade (early medieval pit F45, sf 45) 8 em. by 3'3 em. , 5 mm. thick;
prepared platform ; apparent marks of use on side edges.
4 Irregular blade (late Saxon pit F23, sf 20) 6'4 em. by 2'2 em., triangular section up
to 8 mm. thick; poor flint.
BUILDING MATERIALS

Burnt daub with the impression of wattle was found in four of the late Saxon pits,
F28B, F31, F36 and F53 in the eastern part of the Castle (,f26 , 33, 34 and 40). There was
a particularly large quantity in pit 36. Further daub was found in onc of the early
medieval pits (F20, sf3). From the Barbican Ditch, vVF5, there was a piece of limestone
roofing tile with a circular hole containing a circular peg, width c. 5 mm., and a further
fired clay lile also with a round hole containing a rectangular wooden peg. IOO The tile
pegs have been identified by Mr. M. Robinson as oak (Qpercus sp.).
A RO UND HALFPENNY OR FARTHL'lG OF KING EADRED, FOUND AT THE CASTLE AND OF THE
OXFORD hUNT.
By D. M. METCALF

A loth-century Anglo-Saxon coin of considerable rarity and interest was found beneath
the eastern defences of the Castle at Oxford, during the excavation of a rubbish- or cess-pit,
F23, into which the coin had apparently fallen. l o l When found it was very heavily
encrusted and could only conjecturally be recognized as a coin at all. It was brought to
the Ashmolean Museum for identification, and was very skilfully and patiently cleaned
there by Miss O. Rennie, mainly by mechanical means under a binocular microscope. 1ol
This revealed a tiny silver coin of King Eadred (946-55), which was almost certainly
minted in Oxford, as it is by the Oxford moneyer Wynnelm. The coin was the subject of
a Treasure Trove Inquest held at Oxford in 1972. It was adjudged the property of
" Cf P. A. Rahtz, &cavations at King John's Huntjng Lodge, Writtle, Essex '955-57 (1g6g), 81, Fig. 43, No.
I~A.

"C! M. Biddle, • The Deserted Medieval Village of Seacourt, Berkshire', Oxoniensia, XXVI / XXVII ( 1g61'2), 186, Fig. 3~, No. 15·
noe! M. Henig in T. Tatton-Brown,' Excavatioll$ at the Custom House Site, City of London' J Tran$.
lAnd4n and Middx., XXVI ( 197S), '53, No. 58. ] am grateful to Dr. M. Henig for this reference.
101 For the detaiu of the coin's discovery, see above p. !l4B.
"1 The process of removing the corrosion by pressure with a fine point was anuted by brushing with
ammonium thiosulphate.
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Oxfordshire County Council, the owners of the site, and thus passed into the keeping of the
Oxford,hire Department of Museum Services. It has been placed on temporary loan in
the Ashmolean Museum.
The coin is in very fine condition and is presumed to be a halfpenny, but its weight is
now only 0'287 g. (4'4 grains), whereas Eadred's pennies weigh 20--22 grains, and the few
known halfpennies weigh 8!--9 grains. Although 4! grains would be a most appropriate
weight for a farthing, there:: is a generaJ reluctance among numismatists to accept such an
interpretation. It is considered preferable to suppo~e that the coin h33 lost a substantial
fraction of its original weight through corrosion and leaching in the ground. The arguments wiJI be examined in more detail below. The coin is obviously brittle and corroded,
and has unfortunately cracked at the edge, as may be s<en from the photographs (PL. VUl,
A : natural size, and enlarged X 2).
In the loth century, the silver penny was virtually the only coin struck in England,
other denominations being produced in minimal quantities. If a smaller sum of money
than a penny was required, a coin was cut into two equal halves--or even into quarters.
Such halves and quarters were much more freely used than the hoard evidence might lead
one to imagine, since fractions were carefully excluded from hoards, and are known mainly
from the slender evidence of stray losses. 10)
In addition to cut halves there are also very rare round halfpence of Alfred (87 1 -99 ,
Edward the Elder (899-924), Eadmund (939-46), Eadred, and Eadgar (959 -75)-but
none among the tens of thousands of surviving coin of Aethelraed II (979-1016) or Cnut
1016- 35,:. 104 After a period of three·quarters ofa century the issue of round halfpennies
was abandoned, apparently, because cut halfpennies were preferred.los
Blunt was able to list only 17 surviving specimens of round halfpence from the 10th
century, including two cut halves (i.e. farthings),106 Among these were five of Eadredas against hundreds of pence surviving from the reign. A listing of them offers several
clues to their interpretation:
I
Standard two·Line reverse type, ornamented with 3 crosses and 2 trefoils.
Moneyer Biorhtulf. Mint; very probably Bath. 8· 7 grains. Found at Tewkesbury.'"
2 Cut or broken halfpenny (i.e. farthing ?). Similar. 4' 25 grains."s
3 Unique obverse type of twelve-rayed ornament. Moneyer ~1angod. Mint:
\\'inchester? 8'g grains. I0 9
4 Standard type. Moneyer Gilles. Mint; presumably Chester; Gilles also struck
for Howel Dda. From the Chester (1950: hoard, No. 260. 8·6 grains. no
5 Same design as a coin of Edward the Elder Brooke Type 4, BMC Type VII .
I

I 1

I

Th~ classic sile for fractions is Meals, in th~ Win-a!.

The finds recovered over many years are summari-

zed in D. M. Metca.Jf, • Some finds of medieval coins from Scotland and the north of England " Bn·l. ,.,VumiJ.

mo.tic. J., xxx (1900-1), 88-123, at pp. Iliff. Cj. also the Ounwich finds, consisting mainly of cut halv("l and
quarters, for which the same general explanation suggests ilself: R. Seaman, • A furth~r find of coins from
Dunwich ',Ihid., xu (1972), 27-33 .
•.,. The most compl~te lype·catalogue isJ. J. North, EngliJlr. HammLrtdQ,intJgt, I (1963).
'0' The weight·standard of the round halfpenny was sli~htly less than half that of lhe penny, presumably
to compern3te the mints for lhe extra troubl~ and expense Involved in making the smaller coins. Ev('n so, it
would S('f'm that they were reluctant to make them; and the public may have preferred cut halves on the
grounds thai their intrinsic value was hig:h~r. For details, see R. H. l\.f. Dolley, • A new type for the halfpenn)'
of Eadred ',Brit. JlumismaticJ., XXVUI (19S5-7), 182-4.
C. E. Blunt, • Tenth century halfpennies and C. Roach Smith's plate of coins found in London',
Brit. Numismali£J., XXXI (1Q6:z), 44-8.
·°1 Formerly in the A. E. Bagnall collection, ex·Sotheby, 17 November 1913,1014-26, PI. XII (Carlyon.
Britton collection; ex·Murchison, Shepherd, and Rashldgh collections). North, op. cit. note 104, 721,
hut type: as North 706, nOI 708. Blunt, op. cil. note loG, NO.7; L. V. Grinsell, The Bath Afint, An HiJtorical
Outline, London (1973), 15. A moneyer Biorhtulfalso coillJ a halfpenny for Eadmund.
Dolley. op. cit. note 105. Blunt, NO.9
.. , Brit. Numismatic J., xxv (1945-8), Proceedings, p. gO (lhi. coin exhibited and discussed by Mr. H. A.
Seaby) ; Sotheby, 17 March I 95!;' lot 30 (this coin) ; North 722 ; R. H. M_ Dolley, op. cit. note 105. gives a full
publication and discwsion. Blunt, No, 10.
I I I C. E_ Blunt and R. H. M. Dolley, • The Chester (1950) hoard', 8n'l. Jlumismotu: J.t xxvu (19S2 -4),
127-60, at pp. 135 f. Blunt, No.8.
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3'8 grains. 11I
Other round halfpennies of Eadgar deliberately reproduce Alfredian designs of at least
sixty years earlier. Knowledge of them presumably derived from official records, for they
were mostly small-scale issues in the first place, and would not have survived in circulation
for that length of time. I n
The first half of the 10th century saw, in the context of burghal development, a
hesitant renewal of the traditions of urban life at a few places in the south and west,
particularly Winchester, Exeter, Bath, Gloucester, and-apparently-Oxford ; and this
new political and civic consciousness is reflected in small issues of coinage bearing city
names, and sometimes of exceptional iconographic interest and quality, among a far greater
mass of coinage giving no indication of the places of issue. II] One may recall the muchdebated OHSNAFORDA coins of which the prototype at least, we may now believe, was
minted at Oxford late in Alfred's reign, even if the issue is known at the present day mainly
from Danelaw imitations on a lighter weight-standard . Bernwald, the maneyer who
struck the coins at Oxford, went on to produce stylistically very similar coins for Edward the
Elder, presumably also in Oxford.' '.
One may venture the further suggestion that the new stirrings of civic consciousness
prompted the issue of halfpence, for use as small change. The Bath halfpennies, found
at Tewkesbury and Cheddar," S already hinted that such coins tended not to circulate far
and wide in the same way as pennies; and the Oxford find of an Oxford-minted coin helps
to confirm that conclusion.
The new coin is by the moneyer Wynnelm, who worked at Oxford under Aethelstan,
Eadred, and Eadwig. u6 It is of the standard' two-line' type, with obv. + E/\DREDREX
around a cross pattee; rev. Wynne/lmmo (see flO. 15) separated by a central line of 3 crosses,
which afC weakly struck but very neatly engraved. Above and below the moneyer's name
is a group of 3 dots. A careful study of the reverse die under magnjfication shows clearly
enough the ligated NE and the ralher small L. There is a long titulus above the letters
MO (monetanus ) which does not show up too well in the photograph--on which, however,
the bars of the two N's can be seen. The serif on the left-hand limb of the Y is turned
sideways, suggesting, perhaps, a curved stroke. These details may be compared wilh very
similar traits, and an absolutely identical reverse inscription and type, on 'Vynnelm's
penny for Eadred, the obverse of which carries the mint-signature OX VRBIZ u 7 (The
same spelling occurs on a penny of Wynnelm for Aethelstan) .u' Another very similar

I7YN~ / LMMO
I7 Y~/+OXNt\+/ LM MO
no. 15
Ibid., Blunt, No. I I .
I I I Dolley, op. cit. note 105.
II) For a general background to the tenth century coinage, sec R. H. M. Dolley, Anglo-Saxon Penni,$ (lgSl).
III

20-4·
114 The OHSNAFORDA coinage has been reinstated by C. S. S. Lyon in a Presidential Address to the
British Numismatic Society: see Brit. Numismatic .1., XXXIX (1970), at pp. IgG f. and Pl. IX, where the two
coilu by Bernwald from near-duplicate dies are ilfustrated. See also A. Anscombe, • The inscription on the
Oxford pennies of the Ohsna/fWtia type', Brit. NumismatieJ., III (1906) 67- 100 at pp. 86-8, for an exhaustive
philological dUcussion-whlch turns on the acceptability of hs - x. I am indebted for this last reference to
Mr. Lyon, who kjndly drew my attention to it.
II J Grinsd!, op. nt. note 107. 14II' C. L. Stainer, OJljt",J Sill.'tJ' PtMiufrom A.D. 92j-A.D. 1272 Oxford Historical Society. XLVl ( l90t). gives
coilU of Eadmund and Eadred by the moneyer ReiIl{l'im to Oxford. This attribution IS dismWed. In C. E.
Blunt, ' The crowned bWlcoinage of Edmund, 93H¢', Brit. Numismatic]., XL ( 1971 ), 17-21.
"1 Stainer, Dft. cit. note 16, 7.
Brooke, English Coins, Pl. XV, 6.
III BMC 78.
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penny, for Eadwig, has the • three line' reverse rype Wynne/Oxna/lmmo, with a triple
ligation of NNE (see FIG. (5).'"
To return to the question of the weights of the eoins. The three halfpence of Eadred
listed above, for wruch weights are available, are remarkably close to each other in ,",:eight,
lying between 81 and 9 grains. And the cut halves are close to half the same weight.
Three halfpennies of Edward the Elder weigh 9' 3, 9, and 8 grains; two of Eadmund
weigh 9' 1 and 8· 4 grains; the Eadwig halfpenny in the Chester hoard weighs 9' 7 grains,
and those of Eadgar from the same find weigh 7'0 grains and 10·8 grains, while another
weighs 8· 4 grains. It would seem that care was taken to control the weight-standard of
halfpence within narrow limits, and also that most surviving specimens are sliU close to
original weight. It is, no doubt, possible that the Oxford find, weighing 4'4 grains, has
been much reduced in weight by corrosion and leaching, but the argumeot looks like
special pleading, no In the later middle ages, halfpence and farthings were sometimes
struck from the same dies, and numismatists have found great difficulty in deciding
whether certain individual specimens were rather light halfpence or rather heavy farthings.1l1 In principle, irone had enough specimens, a histogram should show t'\\'O peaks ;
but the 15th-crntury eoins were not quite as carefully weight-adjusted as those of the 10th,
and they suffered a great deal more wear and tear.
Round halfpeonies were struck quite regularly during the first half of the lOth ceotury,
although in small quantities. Many different moneyers are known to have produced them.
They have evidently had a low survival rate; and the survival rate for farthings is likely
to have been at least as low. From Eadred's reign we know of three round halfpence and
two cut farthings, and the Oxford find. Its weight suggests that it may be a round farthing,
and if so it is unique for the 10th century. Opinion will inevitably remain divided on its
interpretation, but whether it is a halfpenny or a farthing, it is a most wekome and
important find.
01her Coins from the Castle Site:
1
Scotland. Charles 1. Twopence or turner. 2nd issue ( 1632 or later) . Crown with
central cross flanked by 2 lis. Stewart '37. Piece missing from edge (as struck ?) .
0·65 g. (Castle Mound IV, sf . ).
• England. William III, halfpenny, 1695 -8. Peck 642? Well worn, 7.60 g. (Castle
Mound IV, sf 1).
3 George II, halfpenny. Corroded and worn. 6· '7 g. (Castle Moat, Ft., sf 44).
SLAG

Pieces of slag were found in three pre-Castle contexts; Castle Mound III, layer 8
(sf 4 and the eastern part of the Castle pits F.8A and F34 (sf 10 and '9). A further piece
of slag came from an early medieval pit, F63, beyond the Castle Moat (sf (5). No analysis
of this slag has been carried out.
WOOD.

By

MARTI1'i HENIG

1-3 Pins, 96 mm. (flO. 16, 1) and 134 mm., Barbican Ditch WF5 (sf 43 and 44), and t 18
mm. Castle Moat Fl. (sf (49) . Compare with examples from the Custom House,
London..n~

4

A wooden object swollen at one end and narrowing markedly at the other (flO. 16, .)

II, Chesler ( 1950) hoard, No. 290.

" . Cf.. for example, theweighu of the Dunwich coins (note 101 above).
L. A. Lawrence, • Halfpence and farthings of Henry \ '111 " NumismtJti, ChT(micu, 4th Ser., XIX ( 1919),
5
26 ;!'M . Henig in T. Tatton-Brown, . Excavations at the Custom Howe Site, City of London', Trans.
London ond .\fidJ:r., xxv ( 1974), 200 f. NOI. '251-6 i IbUl., XXVI ( 1975 1, 153, 1\'os. 28-53·
III
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FIG. 16

Wooden Objects. I. Pin, No. t j 2. ?Peg, NO.4; 3. Bowl, NO.5; 4. Double sided Comb, No. 10.
From the Barbican Ditch, WF5. thirteenth to fifteenth centuries. Scale t·

Barbican Ditch WF5 (sf 41 ) . Probably a peg or bung, 58 mm. Similar objects from
Southampton and London,Il3
5-9 Fragments from simple wooden bowls, all of the straight-rimmed type: 50 mm.
(FIG. 16,3),37 mm., 75 mm., 50 mm. Barbican Ditch WT5 (sf 42,45,46,235) ; 62 mm.
Castle Moat FI2 (sf 1.27). Compare with various examples from London U 4 and Southampton.J~S

10 Part of a double-sided comb (FIG. 16, 4) Barbican Ditch W"F5 (sf 40) ; one side with
long teeth widely spaced and the other side with the teeth short and closely packed.
Width 60 mm.u6
I I
Piece of turned wooden disc with double chamfer around the top edge; Castle Moat
F12 (sf 203). ?Trace of paint or varnish. Part of a barrel top or a trencher,Il7 162 nun.
Post-medieval.
12 Bobbin,latheturned ;Aslast (sf47) . "3mm. Post-medieval.
In addition to the wooden objects various fragments of wood were recovered from the
Barbican Ditch, WF5, and the associated pit, WF28. This wood has been identified by
Mr. M. Robinson who reports that the wood from the Barbican Ditch was mostly oak
(Quercus sp.), with some beech (Fagus sp.), willow (Salix sp.), and elder (Sambucus sp.). In
the pit there were many species present including pine (Pinus sp.), rose (Rosa sp.), sloe or
plum, etc. (Prunus sp.), elm (Ulmus sp.), oak (Quercus sp.), poplar or willow (Poplus sp. or
Salix sp.), ash (Fraxinus sp.) and perhaps holly (if. Ilex). Some of the oak and beech seems
likely to have come from structural timbers, the others are in too fragmentary a condition to
say. The two pieces of charcoal (sf 30) identifiable as oak (Quercus sp.) were from the late
Saxon pit F28A, sealed beneath the Bailey Bank.
By ELISABETH CROWFOOT
It is only in recent years that any attention has been paid to domestic textile remains
from medieval excavation sites. Precious fabrics, saved for their rich materials, the beauty
of their workmanship or their religious associations have been preserved in cathedrals,
churches or museums; but the woven goods of every day Life, buried, lost or thrown away
on scrap-heaps, must in many past excavations either not have been noticed, or discarded as
• old rag' of no possible interest. Matters are now improving, with results from Sweden n8
THE TEXTILES.

113 Ibid., 153. Fig. 25. No. 27. C. Platt and R. Coleman-Smith, ExcauationJ in Meditval Southampron, 19531969, II , 231 and Fig. 229. No. 1945.
114 G. C. Dunning,' A Fourteenth-Century Well at the Bank of England " Antiq. ]., XVII (1937) 416 ff.•
Fig. 2 ; Henig in op. cit. note 122 (1974), 201 and Fig. 42 , No. 246 ; (1975), 153 and Fig. 25, No. 12.
Tl3 C. Platt and R. Coleman-Smith, op. cit. note 123, 228 fr., Nos. dh3, 161!1, 1617 and 162 7.
1l6Cf. M. Henig, op. cit. note 122 (1975), 153 and Fig. 25, No.8, and C. Platt and R . Coleman-Smith,
op. cil. note 123,231 and Fig. 229, No. 1941.
U7 Cf. P. V. Addyman and]. Marjoram, • Post-Medieval Finds from St. Neots', Post-}.ledieval ArchtuoloO,
6 (1972), 94 and Fig. 41, No. 27·
118 Anne Marie Franzen and Agnes Geijer,' Textile Finds from Excavations in Swedish Towns, 1960-66',
.&S Medieuaks, III (1968), 130-1.
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and Poland,u9 and in England with woven fabric remains from the excavatioru at \Vinchester gradually mounting up, and now adding some interesting information.
There are only six textile items from the 1970 Oxford excavations, one from a burial
at St. Budoc's church which must date from before 1216, and five from the area of Westgate
and the Barbican Ditch, WF5, dated to the 13th to mid-15th centuries. This area was
waterlogged, providing the right conditions for the preservation of animal fibres, wool
and leather, but owing to some fortunate chemical accident. vegetable hast fibres were also
found in reasonable condition, in contrast to the situation in the Scandjnavian bog finds, or
at Gdall. k, where, as might be expected from the low marshy site, \"'oollen goods were
found in profusion, but much of the linen and hemp was destroyed by humic acids.I]O
The Westgate pieces are obvious domestic debris, two of which provide details from
clothing. No. I (PL. vtn, B ; FlO. 17, I) appears to be part of some form of headgear, its
half-circle curve suggesting the edge either of a cap or the brim of a hat, most probably,
from its size, belonging to a child. The narrow strip of woollen material is too matted and
brittle for dissection, and may be either a heavily fulled woven fabric, or a felt. The edge
is neatly bound with a fine twill binding or ribbon of a bast fihre, a lighter colour than the
naturally pigmented wool, perhaps a brown cap with a binding of yellow or beige.
No.2 (PL. VIll, C ; FIG. 17, 2) is from a narrow woollen braid made with five strands,
the closed starting loops of one end of the work being preserved. It was found near many
shoes, and was probably part of a shoelace. The technique is still a favourite for braids ;
medieval examples, employing more threads and several colours, were found at Gdansk,
and a much wider hand in the Mammen find in Denmark, dated c. 1000 A.D,I]I

2.

1.
1'10. 17

J.

Selvedge and weave of binding;

2.

Fiye strand braid. From the Barbican Ditch, WFS. thirteenth to
fifteenth centuries.

A small fragment of red woollen cloth (No.3) found with the braid, a napped or fulled
tabby weave, would have been a suitable fabric for any outer garment. Two rather coarser
14th-century examples from ottinghaml]l are of similar weave, as is also part of the fabric
of the ' Rogart shirt' from Sutherland.·ll In all these pieces the spinning is Z in one
system, probably the warp, and S in the other, a combination particularly useful in a fabric
intended to be napped, since the fibres of both yarns will lie in the same direction and be
easier to raise, though the practice is also common in unnapped twills, where it is considered to emphasize the surface texture of the weave. Kaminska and Nahlik have
demonstrated from the plentiful woollen material on their sites that the proportion oftabhy
weaves decreased from the 11th to the 13th century, giving place to twills,IJ4 particularly

II, Janina Kamillska and Adam Nahlik, • Etudes lur I'industrie textile du Haut Moyen Age en Pologne "

ArchtUowgw Poitma III, Wr~law (1960), ag.
I)- KamillsU and Nahlik, 01'. til. note 129,91-92.
1)1 Margrethe Hald. OlddanJb Ttkstikr Copenhagen (1950), Figs. 2¢ and 247. Janina Kamihsu and
Adam Nahlik, WdkiDulI&IWO GtJmUkU w.X-XI/I Witku, Acta Arch. Universitat L Lodzieruis. 6, Lodz (1958),

gS, F;g. 43.
1)1 Castle Museum, Nottingham; from Pepper Street, Nottingham and Attenborough, Notu.
The latter
piece has part of a seam.
III A. S. Henshall and S. Maxwell, &rly Tutiksformd in Scotland, NationaJ Museum of Antiquities Publication> ('954), 86.
114 Kami("u and Nahlik. op. cit. note 129, 1'5-17, Figs. 22 and 23.
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three-shed (2/ 1 and 1/2) twills, as weaving became more ofa professional activity, and the
more sophisticated horizontal loom with treadles replaced the vertical warp-weighted and
two-beamed looms; they had, in fact, no woollen tabbies from Gdansk after the 11th
century. Two fragments of woollen three-shed (2/ 1) twill of the 13th century have been
found at Carrickfergus Castle, lrelandllS and one, mid-14th century, from Closeburn,
Dumfriesshire,r3 6 but with so little material from sites in the British Isles yet recorded it is
obviously impn sible to say that these tabby weaves indicate domestic rather than professional production.
Fragments of coarse weave in either hemp or flax (No. 4, PL. vm, D) seem to come from
a strong band, possibly a horse's girth.
A small lump of carbonized textile (No. 5, PL. VIII, E) consists of layers of a fine regular
tabby weave. The lOp surface and edges of at least six thicknesses arc well preserved, but
underneath the threads have melted and bubbled; it seems possible that they were of fine
flax, lying on top of a layer of wool or leather, or, perhaps more likely, since the thread
shows practically no twist, silk, the lower layers of which have begun (0 melt in the heat
that carbonized the fibres.
The 12th-century fragments from a stone coffin burial on the site of St. Budoc's
church have close parallels from monastic or clerical graves at Thetford Priory and
Wymondham Abbey, Norfolk,'" probably of the 13th century, and two from Winchester,
one recently excavated on the Cathedral Green (Cist XLVIII) and the other a chalk coffin
uncovered some years ago, whose contents are preserved in the Cathedral Library. All
these fabrics, though in varying conditions of preservation, are of pigmented animal fibre
and have a very similar appearance, plyed thread in one or both systems, and coarse tabby
weaves. Fibre examinations at the \.\fool Industries R esearch Association have shown the
most recent Winchester sample to be of goat hair, while the Thetford and Wymondham
pieces are described as being made from wool from sheep having a double-coated fleece, i.e.
including hairy fibres (kemps). A strikingly imilar fragment of coarse goathair cloth is
illustrated from the Swedish finds at Soderkoping. ' J8 In view of the very close resemblance
of the Oxford and Winchester fabrics, both of which have noticeably harsh surfaces, two
samples were examined, but unfortunately neither was sufficiently well preserved to show
the scale pattern on the coarse fibres, by which sheep and goat hair can be distinguished.
These textiles would certainly seem to come from garments, rather than shrouds. The
\Vymondham and Thetford pieces may have been from monastic gowns, where the natural
black or brown pigmentation of the wool would be necessary for the dark robes of Cluniac
houses, since dyed cloth was not approved for monks' robes. It can perhaps be suggested
that the Winchester fabric, and possibly the Oxford one, were from hairshirts. A tabby
weave with similar coarse plyed threads, but of fine horse body-hair, has been traditionally
employed for these, but the use of goat and camel hair by hermits of the early church is
known, and it is possible that these fibres were also permitted. I J9

'H G. M. Crowfoot in O. M. Waterman, 'Excavations at the entrance to Carrickfergus Castle, 1950 '.
Ulsln .101117141 elf Archneoloo, 15 (1952), 115·
11 ' Henshall and Maxwell, op. cit. note 133.
')7 H. B. Carter and A. S. H enshall, 'Textile from Burial Q, St. Mary's Priory, Thetford', MedievtJl
Archruoloo, I ( 1957), IO!l : a similar textile from Kelso Abbey is mentioned. Wymondham, textile the property
of Mr. Quinton Gurner., from a tomb? tempus Edward I.
1)1 Franz~n and Geljer, op. cil. note I!lS, PI. 5. 133.
'Jf I should like to acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. H. M. Appleyard of the Wool Industries Research
Association (W1RA) for his study of fibres from Nottingham, Wymondham and Winchester at well as those
from Oxford' ; to the Prior of St. Hugh's Charterhowe for information relating to hair shirts; and to the
Castle Museum, Nottingham, the Castle Museum, Norwich, and the Winchester Excavation Committee for
permission to describe unpublished material. Since this report was written, comparative material from
medieval levels at Southampton has been excavated and published ( Elisabeth Crowfoot, 'The Textiles' in
C. Platt and R. Coleman-Smith, ExC4fJQtWns in Mtdilual SoutJuunPIWft, 1953-1969 (1975) 11,334-339) and
considerable materi&l from c. 1350 and 1499 docks at Baynard's Castle, London, is being studied.
18
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Catalogue
Barbican Ditch, WF5 (13th to 15th century)
I
( PL. VlU, B ; FIG. 17 , I ). One piece, 21 em. long, I em. round, bent in a half-circle,
probably from the bound edgeofa cap (sf 47) .
(a) Inside, fabric heavily fulled or felted , Z and S spun threads visible, i.e. a felt including
spun threads, or a weave, Z, S, heavily fulled; from examination of the edge probably
tabby weave.
WIRA General appearance indicates wool fibres, some pigmented.
(b) Binding, 0·8 em. wide, S, S, fine regular 3/ [ twill (FIG. [7, I), both selvedges present
but one turned under; sewn to (a ) witll Z, S ply thread (c), the stitches passing through
the felt to catcb the edge of the binding on the other side. Light colour.
WlRA (b and c) Both these have the appearance of vegetable fibres, possibly a bast
fibre.
2 (PL. vtn, C; FIG. 17,2) . Part of braided shoelace, [['5 cm. long, 0'4 to 0'45 cm.
wide. Thread, Z, S ply, black or very dark brown, used in strands of 4 threads each ;
simple braid of 5 (FIG. [7, 2). The starting loops are preserved at one end (sf 48.1).
WlRA Animal fibre .
3 Fragment of red woollen, 3' 5 by [ '9 em. from a garment? Thread Z, S, no selvedge
preserved; probably a tabby weave, cowl! [8/ [2 (taken as 9 (Z)/6(S) on 5 mm.) but the Z
thread is deteriorated, and the fabric well fulled (sf 48.2).
WIRA Animal fibres, the remaining scale structure indicates that they are wool.

Pit WF28 ([3th to 15th century)
4 (PL. vtn, 0). Coarse textile, three fragments (a) two probably joining, 24'5 by 12'5
cm. overall, (b) 4' 5 by 8'0 cm. Warp Z in pairs, "eft Z single, very coarse yarns, tabby
weave, count c. 8 (4 pairs)/2 per em., simple selvedge along one edge of pieces. The fabric
is deteriorated and was probably quite solid; it may be coarse sacking, but the whole ""idth
is possibly present on (a), as some broken wefts curl round as if to re-enter the weave;
in this case the pieces probably come from a coarse band, ? girth, width [ 2 ' 5 cm. (sf 50).
WlRA Very small fragments, but their appearance suggests vegetable fibres.
5 ( PL. vnt, E) . Lump of carbonized textile, 2 ' 5 by l' 3 cm. across the best surface; at
least six layers clear from edges, undersurface of lump melted. Spinning Z, Z, very
regular, only very slight twist, weave tabby, again regular, count 28/ 17 (first count taken
as [4 on 5 rum. ), no selvedge preserved. Silk or flax (see above). There is a patch of
strong ultramarine blue on the surface, hut the fibres are completely carbonized in this
area as well, and the colour must come from something with which it was in contact (sf 49) .

Burial, St. BUMc's Church, WF74 ([2th century)
6 (PL. vm, F). Textile on burial inside stone coffin, fragments 29'0 by [['0 cm., [5'0
by 15'0 em., 13'0 by 11'0 em. , IS'O X I2'0 cm., 10'0 by 12'0 em., and smaller scraps.
Thread slight S, strong Z ply, one system? warp slightly tighter and mOre even, both yarns
variable, no selvedge preserved, plain weave, count 2 / 2 per cm. in best preserved piece.
The fabric has deteriorated and was probably a close weave. ? hair shirt (sf 5[ ) '
WlRA H. M. Appleyard writes: 'Animal fibre, but 1 cannot say definitely what its
angLO is. There are some coarse fibres with very wide medullae and some fine fibres;
some of both groups are naturally pigmented. Unfortunately I could not find any evidence
of scales, and it is by the cuticular scale pattern that one could distinguish between wool
and goat hair .. . If this sample is not goat hair then I would say that it is a coarse wool
from sheep having double coated fleece, like our present~day British l\Iountain breeds. '
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Slwu, Belts, Clothing Fragments from the Barbican Ditch (WF5) and tusociated ftaJures ( WF28,
F43 and F6o)
An exantination of the material suggests a date range between the 13th and 15th
centuries, which is consistent with the suggested termination date for the Barbican Ditch.
The dating cannot be more specific, as none of the material examined shows characteristics
which can be very closely dated, nor was there a stratigraphic sequence within the ditch.
That the material covers a period of roughly two centuries is shown by me variation in sale
shape.
The soles were of lurnshoes, with four exceptions, the most notable being FlO . 18, 18.
Turnshoe soles have a pointed or rounded toe, or a shape some degree between the two,
and a well-defined waist. The fronts of the uppers are usually plain, with either a straight
in step edge, a central slit with thong holes as in FlO. 19,21, or a rounded throat with a strap
like FIG. 19, '4· The backs of the uppers very often have a curved top edge, and are cut low
by the ankle, the quarters seam rising to a point in front of this, e.g. FIO. 19, 20. Alternatively, some shoes are cut from a single piece of hide, usually joining at the inside instep
with a short seam and thongs. The children's shoes, in general, follow the pattern of the
adults'.
There is no evidence amongst this material for very dainty or decorated shoes, or for
examples displaying extremes of fashion. The most pointed are as FIG. 18, 8. While
this may in part be due to the fact that the site was terminated before the mid 15th century
- the period of the most extreme pointed toes- thi disparity is also explained by the fact
that the wearing of the most fashionable shoes was confined to the upper classes. These
shoes, if constructed from the finest leather, were deJicate and must have had a Vf!ry short
lifespan: their speedy and complete destruction was assured by their Himsiness and the
conditions in which they were worn. The shoes of the majority of the populace mirrored
the changes in fashion, but always stayed within the bounds of reason, and were constructed
from more durable cowhide, thus being more likely to survive. The shoes under examination were made to last: their importance to their owners is shown by the large number of
soles which had been repaired, often several times, before being finally discarded, and also
by the large number of repair pieces found. The exceptions are the children's sales, the
majority of which show no repairs, when whole, as FtG. 18, 12, for instance. \Vhilst this
may be explained by the fact that they were very often outgrown before they were worn
through, it would seem strange that they were not passed on to another child before being
discarded.
The turnshoe technique used in the manufacture of these shoes was a very widespread
and efficient method used for many centuries, at first almost c.xclusively and then alongside
other, more complicated processes. The upper is initialJy sewn to the ~ole inside out, and is
turned the right way out before the end of the job, the leather being kept wet thsoughout.
A section through a turnshoe is shown in FlO. 19, 30, demonslraling how the upper was
joined to the sole. A welt can be included in the construction, but few of the Barbican
Ditch shoes seem to have had one. However, the welt would rapidly become detached
from the sole, once discarded.
Many of the uppers examined have what are almost certainly their top edges pierced
with stitch holes. This is quite common, and has been noted by the author on many of the
medieval shoes from the Customs House sile in London,r4 0 and also by Mr. D. Sturdy,
among the shoes from the Clarendon Hotel s:te in Oxford.·.· This appears to have been
done both as a decorative touch and also to give added strength to the edges and discourage
splitting and slretching.
The materiaJ shows parallels with other groups of medieval shoes, both from this
country and abroad. Specifically, it can be compared with the leather from the Lund site
'4- J. Jones, . The ~{edieval Leather' in • Excavations at the Customs House Site, City or London'J
Trons. LDnt/Qn and Middx. Ifrtluuol. Soc., XXVI (197!j), 155.
'4' D. Sturdy, • The Leather' in' The Clarendon Hotel, Oxford " OxonimsitJ, XXXIII (1958). 75.
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in Sweden l 41 and with the leather from the Customs House site, mentioned above. Both
these groups consisted of quite ordinary boots and shoes, showing a mixture of pointed and
more rounded toes. The Barbican Ditch material probably contains rather more examples
where the uppers are constructed with separate front and back pieces, than did the London
material.
A feature often noted amongst the Customs House leather was a small hole, wjth a
shoft, knotted thong, situated in the middle of the instep edge of the upper, its function
being purely decorative: this does not seem to have been a fashion followed in Oxford at
that period.
A specific example which finds a close parallel among the London material i. FlO. 20,
4t (and also FlO. 18, 19) , which is very similar to the complete child's bootee shown in
Plate 5 of the Customs House site report.
Many of the sites which have produced medieval leather can show parallels to the
Barbican Ditch material, principally in sole and upper shape, and al", in methods of
construction. These reports, coming from different parts of the country, suggest that the
basic design of the footwear of the greater part of the population varied only in details from
place to place.

Catalogue
The letters· A I and' B " where used in sole measurements, refer respectively to the
width of the widest point on the sole, usually across the ball of the foot, and to the narrowest
part , usually across the waist.
The letter "S' used in the illustrations indicates that the edge had a seam.
The material described represents approximately one quarter of that originally examined.
The term' quarters" used in describing the construction of the uppers refers to a piece
which is sometimes inserted at each side of the shoe, between the front and back sections
of the upper, at about the instep.
All the objects are from the Barbican Ditch (WF5) unless stated otherwise.
FlO. J8
I Almost complete child's right foot turnshoe. The sole has a round/pointed toe, and is
damaged along the back heel edge. c. 14' 9 em. long ; 5 ' I cm. at A ; 2' 9 em. at B ;
3 mm. thick; 3 stitches per 2 em. The round-toed upper is presumably of on. piece
construction, though a small piece has become detached, and the seam edges are damaged.
The shoe appears to have a wide, open front, but the top edges of the leather, except perhaps
the back heel edge, have been cut down. Leather is 2 min. thick and seams have 2 stitches
per ern. Several fragmentary pieces of welt, 4-6 mm. thick, 3' 5 mm. wide, fit around the
outline of the sole (sf 106 ., .
2
Right foot turnshoe sole, pointed toe. Inside toe edge damaged. Nail marks on
underside of heel suggest an extra heel layer as the original is not worn. Few nail marks
also visible on the front part of the sole. 23.8 em. long; 7'5 cm. at A ; 2' 5 cm. at B ;
3 mm. thick; 5 stitches per 2 em. (sf 112).
3 Front ofturnshoe sole, left foot, to just beyond the waist. The extreme toe has been cut
off, suggesting a repair, now missing. The waist edge has stitch holes suggesting a heel
repair, or a 2-part sole. Nail marks on the underside suggest a further repair to the front,
or an additional sole layer. 17'9 em. long; 9 cm. at A; 4'4 em. at B; 2 mm. thick;
2 stitches per cm. (sf 114).
4 Front of round toed turnshoe sole, right foot, to the waist. There are possible stitch
holes across the waist edge. 17' 2 cm. long; 9' 4 cm. at A ; 4' 4 cm. at B ; 2 . 5 mrn. thick ;
3 stitches per 2 cm. (sf 115).
5 Heel repair piece, with pairs of tunnelled stitches, irregularly spaced, on the upper side.
It'2 cm. long; 7'5 cm. wide at mid-heel; 4 mm. thick. (sf tI7) ·
6 Round-toed, right foot turnshoe sale. Back heel edge missing, small hole under the
ball of the foot. 24.8 cm. long; 8· 4 cm. at A ; 3 cm. at B ; 2 mm. thick ; 2 stitches per
em. (sf 122).
Iii

R . Blomquist,

f

Medeltida skor i Lund', Kultunn ( 1938),
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7 Front and waist sections of very pointed, left foot turnshoe sole. Heel missing. The
full length of the point cannot be determined as it is damaged. 24'5 em. long; 8· 5 CID. at
A ; 3' 5 cm. at B ; 3' 5 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em. ,sf 126, .
8 Left foot turnshoe sole, pointed toe. 2g . 7 em. long; 8, 5 cm. at A ; 4' 2 cm. at B ;
3' 5 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em. (sf 12g).
gRound-toed turn,hoe sole, right foot, outside heel edge damaged. Large number of
nail marks on the underside, suggesting numerous repairs to front and heel. 21·8 em.
long; 7'9 cm, at A ; 3 cm. at B ; 2 mm. thick; 2 stitches per cm. (sf 133).
10 Round-toed, left foot turnsboe sole, toe and heel stitch margins damaged,
Nail
marks across the waist penetrate right through the sole probably for the attachment of an
extra heel layer, 27 cm. long; g·8 em. at A ; 4'5 etn, at B ; 4 mm. thick; 3 stitches
per 2 em. (sf 127).
11 (a ) Child's round-toed turnshoe sole, left foot, now in two pieces. II em, long;
3.8 em. at A ; I '9 COl. at B ; 3 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em.

(b)

Two tiny scraps of probable upper, consisting of little more than stitch margins.

mm. thick; c. 3 stitches per 2 em., though irregularly spaced.
(c', Two short sections OrWell. 4-6 mm. wide; 2 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em.
It is likely that 'a), (b) and (c) belong IOgether, but the pieces are too fragmentary to be
I

certain, (sf 142 ).
J2
Child's round-toed turn$hoe sale, right foot. Some lamination on the underside.
13'5 em. long ;4'4em,atA; t'gcm.atB ;c,2·5mm. thiek ;2stitchespercm. LfI39).
13 Pointed toe, right foot front repair piece. Pairs of tunnelled stitches, c. I em. apart,
and some irregularly spaced nail holes. 15' 7 em. long; 9' 1 em. at A j 6· 4 em. across
bottom edge; 2 '5 mm. thick, (WF28, sf 146) .
14 Child's left foot , pointed turnshoe sole. Rather narrow heel. 15"4 cm. long;
5'4 em, at A ; 2·6 cm , at B ; 3 mm, thick; 3 stitches per 2 cm, (WF60, sf 143).
15 Front section of child's pointed toed turnshoe sale, left foot. The stitch margin
continues across the waist edge, indicating a 2 part sole, or a repair to the heel. g'g ern.
long; 4' 7 Ctn. at A ; I 'g em, at B ; 3 '5 mm, thick; 5 Stitches pcr 2 em. (WF28, sf '47),
16 Excessively pointed left foot turnshoe sole. 2g '2 em, long ; 8· 9 cm. at A ; 3' 5 em, at
B ; 3 mm, thick; 2 stitches per em, (WF28, sf 149),
17 Round/pointed toed front repair piece, with pairs of tunnelled stitches, which have
become very much worn and flattened. Right foot. 17 cm. long; g·6 cm. at A ; 4,6 cm,
atB ;3'5mm.thiek, (WF28,sfI45 ).
18 Front section of square toed composite sole-, tojust above the waist. The piece is very
heavy, hard and completely inflexible, It consists of an insole plus 2 or 3 sole layers, at
least onc of which is probably a repair layer. There may also be a welt surviving in the
construction, but the piece is very briltl~ and compressed. The layers are held together by
vertical stitching, but there are also nails protruding through the bottom layer all round
the edge, with also a row down the middle. These nails have no heads, and such is their
regularity that they may well represent a hobnail effect. 12 em. long; 9' 5 em at A ;
( '3 em, thick altogether, (WF43, sf 154),
19 Child's right foot turnshoe bootee upper. The piece is constructed in one piece; a
short extra ~ection with side lacing is missing. The uppers join at the inside instep with
thongs, which is quite unusual as the central front opening also has thong holes. There is
evidence for a heel stiffener, on the inside of the piece. The toe and right side edges are
damaged. 26·8 cm, long (opened out) ; t3·8 em. wide at instep; 1'5 mm. thick; sole
seam 3 stitches per em. ; quarters seam, 3 stitches per em . (sf 158).
19
Back portion of turns hoe upper, to quarters seam on left side, small lace holes on right
side. Top edge is sharply curved and the left side quarters seam comes to a point at the
top. There are a number of small, tunnelled stitch holes at the left side of the top curved
edge. This is probably where the front portion overlapped the back with a small tag,
fastened down at this point. Bottom edge stitch margin is damaged. g' 5 em. long;
FlO.

20
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19"9 em. wide; J • 5 mm. thick ; sole seam 2 stitches per em. ; quarters seam 3 stitches per
cm. (sfI57).
21 Complete child's left foot turnshoe uppers, though damaged al the back. Made in one
piece joining at the inside instep with a 4 em. seam, 2 stitches per em. The toe is pointed
and the upper has a central fronl opening to within 4 em. of the toe, and having 2 pairs of
thong holes at the instep edge of the opening. The upper is cut so that the top edge is high
and curved at the back and cut low just in front of the ankles. There are small, tunnelled
stitches just inside the top edge, perhaps indicating the addition of a narrow decorative
band. 15' 2 em. long, when joined up ; c. 6 em. at A ; 3 em. at B ; 2 mm. thick; sole
seam 2 stitches per em. (sf 164) .
22
Almost complete adolescent's left foot turnshoe bootee. Of one piece construction,
f33tening at the inside instep with thongs. An extra flap with further thong holes is missing
from the top edge of this opening, and also missing is a small, triangular piece which fitted
at the instep between the sole and the thong holes. Stitch margin missing at the back and
inside edges. Evidence [or heel stifiener inside the piece. c. 17 cm.long when joined up ;
I ' 5 mm. thick; sale seam 2 stitches per cm. ; side seam 4 stitches per cm.
(sf (66).
23 Almost complete round/pointed toed turnshoe upper, left foot. Of 2 piece construction, joining at the inside instep with thongs. The front edge, with thong holes, is intact
at this join, but a rectangular piece having the other set of thong holes and joining the main
part of the upper towards the heel, is missing. All the top edges of the upper were overstitched. Evidence of lace hole strengthener and heel stiffener on the inside. 29' 7 em.
long (opened out) ; 19 cm. wide at the instep; 1'5 mrn. thick; sale seam 3 stitches per
2 em. ; quarters seam 3 stitches per cm. (sf 170).
24 Front of right foot, pointed turnshoe upper. To quarters seam on right side, left side
fragmentary. The front has a large, squarish opening, with a short, wide integral strap at
the right side instep, with 2 thong holes and remains of knotted thongs. The opening is
slightly damaged. 19'3 em. long ; 13'4 em. wide at instep; 1 '5 mm. thick; sole seam 3
stitches per 2 cm. ; quarters seam 5 stitches per 2 cm. (sf 172 ).
25 Back portion of turnshoe upper with high, rounded top edge. 5 thong holes down the
left side, with 2' 5 cm. of seam below them. Quarters seam at right side, the top of which
is pointed in front ofa low-cut area over the ankle. 9'5 cm. long; 20'2 em. wide; 1'5
mrn. thick; sole seam 5 stitches per 2 cm. ; quarters seam 3 stitches per em. (sf 173)'
26 Front of upper of round or pointed toed shoe (the extreme toe is missing). Left foot.
Outside edge to quarters seam. Below the instep edge on the left side is an integral strap
terminating in a buttonhole. All the stitch margin is missing. 17 cm. long; 7'9 em.
wide maximum; 2 mm. thjck. (sf 195).
27 Pointed toed front ofturnshoe upper, to quarters seam each side. Instep edge rounded
and over-stitched. Right side stitch margin damaged. 15' 7 em. long; 22' 5 em. wide
at instep; 2 nun. thick; sole seam 2 stitches per cm. ; quarters seam 5 stitches per 2 em.
(sf 174) .
28 Back portion of turns hoe upper, top edge curved, to quarters seam on each side. Right
side quarters seam has a slightly pointed top. Evidence oflarge heel stiffener on the inside.
9' 2 cm. long; 17 cm. wide; 2 rom. thick; sole seam 3 slitches per 2 em. ; quarters seam
5 stitches per 2 em. (sf (76).
29 Almost complete child's round/pointed toed turnshoe upper, of one piece construction.
The upper joins at the inside instep with a seam. It has a short, central front opening, with
4 lace holes on the left side and 3 on the right. A small piece joining to the top edge of the
right side of the opening, with the fourth lace hole, is now missing. A fragmentary thong
remains, threaded through 2 of the lace holes. Evidence of heel stiffener on the inside.
Stitch margin damaged at the back. 22·6 em. long ; 16'3 cm. wide, maximum; J mm.
thick ; sole seam 5 stitches per 2 em. ; quarters seam 5 stitches per 2 em. (WF28, sf 187).
3 I Pointed toed front of turnshoe upper, to quarters seam on each side. An integral
strap on each side, the right side one being fragmentary, the left side having a buttonhole.
Instep edge squarish, toe rather damaged. 19 em. long ; 20·8 em. wide at instep; 2' 5 mm.
thick ; sole seam 2 stitches per em. ; quarters seam 5 stitches per em. (WF28, sf 186).
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32 Fragment of strap or belt with tiny slashes, 6 per em., centrally placed down its
length, penetrating right through the leather. Towards one end are 3 metal studs, c.
2 em. apart. These are plain rectangles, 5 mm. long; 8 mm. wide, each fastened by a
single round rivet on the underside, 3 mm. diameter. Leather is 16 em. long; 8 mm.
wide; 3 mm. thick. Despite the dimensional differences, this piece and the next are very
similar in general appearance, and are therefore probably from the same, or closely related
articles, perhaps pieces of harness (sf 202).
33 Fragment of strap or belt with metal stud in position, fastened to the leather by 2
circular rivets on the underside, 7 mm. diameter. The stud is rectangular, I '9 em. long;
9 mm. wide, with a triangular section, and a small triangle in relief on one of the angled
sides. Both ends of the leather are damaged, though one has a buckle tongue hole.
Leather 32 . 2 cm. long; 9 mm. wide; 3 mm. thick (sf 20').
FIG. 20

34 Large clothing fragment, possibly the right side front of a jerkin. The top edge has
2 angled sides coming to a point, with edge/flesh stitching, 2 per cm. One long side has
buttonholes, ,·6 cm. long, 2 cm. apart. The bottom edge is partly sloped, with edge/
flesh stitching, and partly cut off. The side opposite the buttonholes is shaped with stitch
holes, and has 3 holes with knotted thongs still in them. The garment was possibly fastened with buttons down the front, and had an adjustable thong arrangement under the
arm. It must have been qttite a small garment if the extant piece is half the full width of
the piece. Ig'2 cm. long; 21 em. wide, maximum; 2' 5 mm. thick (sf 18g).
35 Length of strap, made from a piece of leather folded in halfwidthways. The end has
been knotted. Not complete. 13.8 cm. long ; 2 cm . wide as folded; 2 mm. thick. (sf
19o).
36 Length of plain strap or belt. At one end, a further section has been joined on by
means of an ingenious knot. The long section has various cuts in it, both ends arc damaged,
and the piece is generally misshapen. 58 cm. long; 3' 5 cm. wide; 3 mm. thick. (WF60,
sf 208).
37 Possible piece of belt or strap, made from a length folded widthways, with a series of
largish, oval holes c. 1 em. long, punched through both thicknesses, c. I em. from the folded
edge. Remnants of a thong exist in one of these holes. Very damaged. 36. 5 cm. long;
5'9 cm. wide, as folded; 6 mm. thick, as folded (sf203).
38 Piece of belt or strap with a series of tiny slashes along its length, c. 4 mm. from each
edge. '7' t cm.long ; 2' 7 cm. wide; 3 mm. thick (sf204)·
39 Complete lace hole strengthener. This is made from a piece 2 '4 em. wide at the
bottom edge, split into 2 strips I '2 em. from the bottom. The strips are 16'9 em. long;
2'5 em. tapering to 1'3 em. wide, and 16'3 em. long ; J '9 em. tapering to 1'1 cm. wide,
respectively. Both are 2 mm. thick. The thong holes are along the inner edges of the
strips, c. J cm. apart. The bottom edge of the piece has stitch holes 3 per 2 cm., where it
was attached to the sole, along with the upper. Both edges and the top of each strip were
originally overstitched to the upper. Pieces like this were sewn onto the inside of boot and
shoe uppers, in order to strengthen the lace or thong holes. Though seldom found in situ,
very many uppers show evidence, in the form of stitch-holes, of their having had strengtheners (sf206).
40 Roughly triangular piece, with semicircle cut from the top edgo. The right side
and the edge of the sem;circle have neatly placed stitch holes, 7 per 2 cm. The left side
has less neatly placed possible nailholes, c. 3 per cm. On thi< side also, an area of up to
8 mm. from the edge is slightly flattened. There are further lines of neat stitch holes,
possibly for decorauon. The piece is not complete and is rather damaged. Of unknown
use. 22·6 cm. long ; 11'4 em . wide, maximum; I mm. thick (Sf23 1).
41 Complete child's turnshoe bootee, left foot. Slightly pointed sole, worn along the
outside edge. The sole is 14' 5 cm. long; 5 em. at A ; 3 cm. at B ; 4 mm. thick; 2 stitches
per cm. The uppers are made from one piece of lealher, joining at the inside instep. This
join is sewn for 2' 5 cm. above the sole with a blind seam, 3 stitches per em. Above this,
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a smaU rectangular Rap has been added, probably because of the limiting size of the available skin. The bootee has a centre front opening, to within 5 cm. of the toe. This opening
was fastened by means of thongs and holes, all of which are intact. There are 4 roundish
holes, c. 7 mm. diameter along one edge of the opening, and opposite are 2 leather thongs,
each threaded through 2 slits in the leather. The piece has no welt (sf lOs).
42 Complete right foot turnshoe sole, plus half of accompanying uppers. The sole is
very pointed and worn at the inside toe and outside heel edges. The narrow shape suggests
a woman's shoe. Sole is 25 em. long; 8 em. at A ; 3 '9 em. at B ; 4 mm. thick; 3 stitches
per 2 em. The surviving upper extends as far as the waist of the sole. The front is long,
plain and pointed and there is a single strap across the waist. This has a couple of small
holes, but they may be due to damage. A further layer of leather may have been added
under this strap, onto which the buckle, if any, was fastened: there are 2 rows of converging
stitch holes on the underside of the strap, where it adjoins the side of the upper. The
surviving upper extends to the quarters seam on each side, these having 3 stitches per em.
A reasonabl), elegant shoe, though still strongly made. The front is 13.8 em. long to the
instep edge; I . 5 mm. thick (sf 107).
43 Round-toed left. foot turnshoe sale, heel missing, with front repair piece still adhering.
A hole worn under the ball of the foot has been repaired by adding a half sole in a very
neal and thorough fashion. The repair piece has edge/flesh stitches around its edge like
the sale itself. The shoe uppers must have been removed to attach this repajr, and then
sewn back through both layers. Traces of nail or tack marks arc to be seen on the surviving heel area, suggesting a more conventional repair. Remaining sale 23 em. long;
7' 3 em. at A ; 3 . 5 em. at B ; 4 mm. thick; 3 stitches per 2 em. Repair piece J 2 em. long ;
5 mm. thick (sf I IO).
44 Uppers of right foot turnshoe, constructed in one piece, joining at the inside instep.
The front has a number of haphazardly placed slashes which were probably not original.
They could have been made aner the shoe was discarded, or possibly they represent a
crude attempt to make the shoe fit more comfortably on a foot plagued by corns orbunions.
A round buckle is still in place on the top edge of the shoe's outside instep. The piece has
a round /pointed toe, and a central front opening, but the presumed strap is missing. 27
em . long opened out) ; 2 mm. thick; sale seam 3 stitches per 2 em. ; uppers seam 3 stitches
per em. (sfI55 ).

Shoes, Belts, Clothing Fragments and AccessoriesJrom tlu Castle Moat (F12)
This leather dates broadly from the 13th or 14th century to the 17th and possibly into
the 18th. This wide date range is consistent with the nature of an open moat.
The early material consists of ordinary turnshoes of round or pointed sole sha pe, very
similar to the material from the Barbican Ditch. However, there is a larger quantity of
later shoes, constructed with insoles and welts. The sale shapes ofthese range through the
broad toes, and' eared' toes with square-toed insoles, of the early 16th century, to the
pointed and square toes of the early 17th century. The sales with the long, square toes,
like FLO. 23, No. 32, belong to the middle to late 17th century. These latter soles have
criss-cross indentations on their upper sides, perhaps caused by a bracing thread used in the
manufacturing process, either to hold down the edge of the upper or to last it, as explained
by Mr. J. Thornton.·<J
The evidence for later material consists of a few shoe backs with a central seam, such
as FlO. 22, 23, which could be early 18th century by analogy with a shoe found in a weU in
Bishops Waltham, which contained mainly 18th-century materiaL I44 Also, FIG. 24, 48, a
front upper with a large square tongue is possibly of this date, but could equally belong to
the mid-17th century.
"Vbile the soles show a wide range of shapes, the comparatively few uppers are quite
conservative. The turnshoe type is best represented, like FLO. 24, 50, which was probably
141.1. Thornton, • The Shoes' in • Excavations in Low Petergate York', rorks. Arduleol. J., XLIV (1972),
97. See particularly Fi,. 23, I.
J

rH K. Barton •• An Elghteenth~Century Well at Bishops Waltham' J Post·MedutVJI ArcJuuol., 3 ( 1g6g), 187.
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fitted to a one-piece back. FIG. 22, 19 shows an upper made up of more than two pieces.
More unusual is the child's shoe upper, FlO. 24, 5 t. In general, there were less examples of
the ankle bootee upper, common in the Darbican Ditch assemblage.
There is quite a good range of damagrd bags, such as FlO. 21, 4 and I 1, though none is
nearly complete. The range of material is altogether greater than from the Barbican
Ditch, though there were perhaps more straps and belts from the latter.
Besides the turnshoe method of construction, explained and illustrated in the Barbican
Ditch report, the two other principal methods used among the material from the CasLie are
illustrated in 1'10. 23, 43 and 44. Both employ welts. The first has an insole with edge
flesh stitch holes, and a sole with vertical stitch holes. The welt has nvo rows of stitch
holes. The welt is attached to the insole by means of its inner row of stitch holes, the stitch
margin of the upper being included between the insole and the welt. The outer row of
stitch holes on the welt attaches it to the sole, which is slightly wider than the insole. The
second method is similar: the sole again has vertical stitch holes, which attach to the welt
through its outer row of sutch holes. The insole, however, has two rows of stitch holes on
its underside, the stitches passing horizontally between the two rows. This produces a
small ridge, which is further pronounced by a thin slice of the insole being cut away on
each side of the ridge. The upper is attached to the welt with the insole, both being sewn
to the welt's inner row of sutch holes. Thus, the welt is the most important part ohhe shoe
construction, since the upper and sole are only fastcnecltogethel' via the welt. 14S There are
many variations on this method, such as that described in FIG. 24, 51.
The top edges of the uppers have d ecorative stitching to discourage splitting, as in the
Barbican Ditch material. ~lost of the soles show repairs, the exceptions again being the
children's soles, many of which are complete, t.g. FlO. 23, 38.
There are very few parallels for this material. The early shoes, once more, can be
compared with the leather from the Swedish site of Lund,I4 6 and also with the material
from the Customs House site, London.'4 7 But there are few parallels for the later material.
The I8th~century shoe from Bic;hops \Valtham has already been mentioned. An I eared'
shoe, such as FlO. 23, 29, from Sl. Neol's, has been described and illustrated .'4 8 This repon
also shows on p. 96 a late 15th~century broad-toed shoe, which is comparable to FIG. 23, 3 J.
The Castle Moat deposit seems to represent casual or accidental disposal of articles
over a very long period and does nOI, from the small quantity of scraps and off-cuts, seem
to be connected with systematic dumping of waste material by manufacturers or cobblers.

Catalogue
See Barbican Ditch Catalogue, above, for terms used.

21
Front part of a wooden patten or clog. The wood remains almost to the waist, though
it is rather worn and split, the underside being very uneven. The upper, which probably
extended as far as the instep, exists now only on the right side. The instep edge of the
leather upper is intact on the right side, but has been cut away over the toe area. The
leather is attached to the wood by large nails, irregularly spaced, c. 2' 7 cm. long, with a
head of 7- 8 mm. diameter. The clog was probably quite small when complete, and
appears to have had a rounded toe. \Vooden part is 12'2 cm. long, maximum 5'9 em.
wide; leather is 5' 3 cm. long; 2 mm. thick (sf 95).
2
Very thick off-cut with stamped monogram. This could possibly be a sort of branding
mark, since this is an off-cut, but the small size and complexity of the monogram makes this
unlikely. The letters have been stamped on, are very intertwined, and seem to read I AA •
FIG.
I

'4 IJ. Thornton. TtxlbookofFtIOtlL~a, Manufacturt ( 1970 " 21- '37.
146 R. Blomquist, ' Meddtida skor i Lund ',Kllltunn ( 1938 1, l&g.
' 4 1 Jones, op. cit. nOte 40.
'4 ' J. Thornton, • The Shoes' in' Post~Medicval Finds from St. NeolS', PO$t.MedUz.;al Arcluuol., 6 ( 1972), 94-.
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or possibly' AAI '. Off-cut 12'7 cm. long; 16 em. wide maximum; 4-6 nun. thick
(sf 99).
3 Piece of thin leather with neatly executed design in the form of small slits and cut-out
oval shapes. All the edges of the piece are damaged. Possibly part of a glove, though
somewhat fragile. No indication as to use. 16· I em. long; 8 '2 em. wide maximum;
I mm. thick (sfgS).
4 Part of a bag or purse. Originally probably triangular, with a seam joining the two
halves, which are cut from one piece ofleather. The seam was probably strengthened with
an edging strip. The top edge curves downwards in thc centre and al,o has edge/flesh
stitch holes: these may be decorative, or could indicate that a fringe or other trimming
was added. The top right side and bottom edges are missing. A small, round hole is
punched through both thicknesses at the top left hand cornel'. Possibly this was for a thong,
for belt attachment. 20·6 em. Jong; 21 '5 em. wide; 2 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em.
(sf (02).
5 Back portion of upper from child', welted sboe. Top edge straight. To quarters
seam on each !':ide, the left side having integral strap with a buttonhole, above the quarters
seam. 3' 7 em. long; 10 'I em. wide; 2 mm. thick; sale seam 2 stitches per em. ; quarters
seam 3 stitches per cm. (sf 1(4).
6 Part of leather covering for lady's shoe heel. One side and half the base is present.
The covering was sewn together in two halves, which were probably moulded around the
heel, and then the base was sewn on. The heel itself was probably wooden. The piece
is sewn with the flesh side of the leather outwards and the top edge has been cut off, so the
full height is not known. 6'1 em. long; 5.6 cm. wide at top; 3 cm. wide at bottom;
2 mm. thick; 2 ,titches per em. (sf 116).
7
mall spur strap, with a long button-hole at each end for attachment to the spur.
13 cm. long; 1'4 em. wide; 2 nun. thick; buttonholes 3 cm. long (sf (15).
8 Piece ofleather with marked OUl, partly cut outline of a sale. 25' I cm. long; 10' 5 em.
wide; 5 mm. thick (,fI30).
9 Circular base of bottle or jug. Stitch margin slightly turned up, with 2 row, of vertical
stitching, top row 3 stitches per 2 em. ; lower row J stitch per em. ; 11' 5 cm. diameter;
5 mm. thick (,f 153)·
10
Part of a square-toed, right fOOl clog. Heel and inside edge are damaged. A unit of
cork, 1·8 cm. thick, is edged with leather 2 mm. thick, which extends for some 2 em. under
the cork layer, where it is slightly pleated at the toe to take in the extra fullness. Beneath
the cork layer is another thin complete layer of leather. The edging strip around the cork
and this thin leather layer are fastened togelher by pairs of tunnelled stitches. Below the
leather is a further unit of cork, c. I cm. thick, with a possible very thin wooden veneer
below it, which would be more hard-wearing than plain cork. This second layer of cork
and wood is presumably attached to the leather layer by <orne sort of glue, no other
fastening method being visible. On the very top of the clog is part of an insole, c. 2 mm.
thick, covering the middle and heel area. The front part is missing, the line of stitch holes
existing along its cut-off edge suggesting a 2 part insole or a repair. The stitch margin of
this insole turns downward and is stitched round tbe top of the leather edging of the first
cork layer. The extent of the uppers is unknown. 19-20 cm. long; 8·8 em. at A j c.
6· 5 em. at B ; insole stitches 2 per cm. The identification of the cork and wood 'cork
layers was kindly done by Pamela Pratt of the Conservation Department, Institute of
Archaeology, London. (sf I 54).
1 1 Half of a bag or pouch. The two sides of the piece were probably fastened together
by studs : a number of widely 'paced holes remain down the edges-4 on the lerr and 3
on the right. Only one side of lhe bag remains. The lower right ,ide and the bottom
edge are damaged. The bottom edge of the bag, which is rounded, was probably sewnthe leather being ,lightly pleated here. The top edge is curved downwards, and a strip of
leather, maximum 2'2 CID. ,vide, 1'5 mm. thick, is attached to it by overstitching. The
lower edge of this ,trip comes to a point ill the middle of the bag. Attached to the left side
top edge of the piece, by means ofa stud passing also through the added strip, is a fragment
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of strap 7 mm. wide and 2 mm. thick. Three prong holes remain on this strap. The bag
is 12 em. long in the middle; 20' 5 em. wide maximum; 2: mm. thick; overstitching 2: per
cm. (sf 184).
12
Front part, to just above waist, of right foot pointed turnshoe sole. 19'2 em. long;
7'4 cm. atA; 4 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em. (sf280).
13 Front section of round-toed turnshoe upper. The instep edge is straight and incorporates the right side quarters seam, though the left side is damaged at that point. The
opening begins in the centre of the vamp, 7' 5 em. from the instep edge, but is angled
towards the left until it meets the instep edge. Two small round lace holes exist on the
right side of the opening, at the instep edge. The opening has stitch holes all the way round
it, but this is probably decorative. 19 em. long; 23 ' I em. wide at the instep; 2: mm.
thick; sole seam 2 stitches per em. ; quarters seam 3 stitches per em. (5f281 ).
14 Length of belt or strap. At one end is a largish hole and a number of small nail marks,
indicating either a repair or the attachment of a buckle. The other end is split down the
middle for 18 ·6 em. This split is an original part of the piece as the tiny, probably decorative stitch holes, 4 per em., which run down the edges of the piece, I ' 5 mm. from each
edge, follow round the course of the split. One part of the 2 split ends is damaged, the other
tapers to a I V ' shape. If the marks at the other end of the piece are taken to indicate the
attachment of a buckle, then it is almost complete. However, since there were obviously
2 narrow straps created by the split, there ought to be indications of there having been 2
buckles at the other end. 50'4 cm. long; 3' 5 cm. wide; 4 mm. thick (sf 283) .
FIG. 22

15 Length of thin, supple belt or strap. Small, diagonal decorative stitch holes down its
length, I mm. from each edge. 27 '5 cm. long j 1'3 em. wide; 1 mrn. thick; stitch holes
6 per cm. (sf 284).
16 Belt end or tassel . Made up of2 lengths of strap, placed flesh sides together. These
arc 20'3 em. and 18'7 em. long respectively, both are 1'4 em. wide and 3 mm. thick.
Rows of tiny, punched square holes, 6 per em., run down their lengths, 2 mm. from each
edge. 4' 3 em. from the bottom, a thong c. 5 nun. wide, is tightly plaited into a Turk's
Head knot. Below this knot, both pieces of leather have been split into 4 strips, making a
tassel. The piece is not complete (sf285).
17 Length of plain belt or strap the tapered end of which is fastened inside a large loop
of leather by 2 studs with probable round heads, though they are corroded. The loop is
damaged. It has 3 round holes punched in a line through both thicknesses and a further
3 punched through the longer side of the loop in a rough triangle. These 6 holes all have
very narrow flattened rims around them, as though studs were originally attached there.
All the holes also have tiny stitch holes around them at 7 mm.-I' 5 cm. distance. On the
inner side of the loop I rays' are to be seen around the holes, corresponding with the
stitch holes- these are presumably the marks left by whatever was used for the stitching.
The marks of the thread are also to be seen inside some of the holes. This stitching was
probably decorative. Strap 21 ·8 em. long j 3 em. wide; 2 mm. thick; loop I I em. long
as folded; 4'9 cm. wide; 2 mm. thick. Possibly part of an arrangement for attaching a
knife or other object to the belt (Sf291 ) .
J 8 Half the back portion of an upper with a central back seam.
To quarters seam, the
piece also having an integral strap with stitch holes and possible small nail marks at its
base, indicating the attachment of something at this point. This being the side with
the strap, it cannot be the buckle, but could be some sort of decorative metal ornament.
The strap end is rounded. Evidence of a long, narrow stiffener having been sewn to the
inside of the piece. 6·6 cm. long; 13'5 em. wide; I mm. thick; sole seam 3 stitches
per 2 cm. ; quartersaeam 9 stitches per 2 em. (sf295) '
19 Damaged front and half of back portion, the toe of the front part being missing. The
vamp has a 6 em. long slit from the instep edge, where there are three small thong holes on
the right side. The back originally had a central back seam and there is evidence ofa heel
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stiffener on the inside. The front and baek join at the quarters seam, although the stiteh
margin is missing from the front part. The back has three small thong holes at the top of
this join, corresponding with those on the front. Front 14 em. long; 21 '4 em. wide at
instep j 2 mm. thick; sole seam 2 stitches per em. Back I I '3 em. long j 12 em.
wide; 2 mm. thick; quarters seam 4 stitches per em. Probably of welted construction
(sf2 97)·
20
Back portion of welted upper, to quarters seam on each side. The top edge is
straight and the quarters seams are angled inwards especially on the right side. The almost
rectangular stiffener is still in place, originally ovcrstitched to the back. Inside the back
itself is a row of small stitch holes, c. 4 mm. from the top edge, perhaps for the attachment
of a trimming or edging. 7.6 em. long; '9' I em. wide; I mm. thick; sole seam 3 stitches
per 2 em. j quarters seam 4 stitches per cm. Stiffener J mm. thick j overstitching 2
stitches per cm. (sf300).
2 r Back portion of upper, with curved top edge. To quarters seam on each side. The
piece has a vestigial strap on each side, above the quarters seam, with stitch holes at the
ends for the attachment of the rest of the strap. Evidence of a heel stiffener on the inside
The top edge was originally overstitched. Welted construction. 9'2 em. long; 16·6
cm. wide, 2' 5 mm. thick j sole seam 3 stitches per 2 em. ; quarters seam 3 stitches per em.
(sf2 98 ).
22 Back portion of welted upper, to quarters seam on each side. There is a small Hap
with a downward-facing point at the top of each quarters seam. This underlapped the
front of the upper. The top edge is straight. 6'3 em. long; 18·6 cm. wide; 2 mm.
thick; sole seam 2 stitches per em. ; quarters seam 3 stitches per em. (sf302 ) .
23 Half of back portion of welted upper with central back seam, which slightly overlapped
its adjoining half. A strap is incorporated with a round thong hole at the end. The back,
which is quite small, had a curved LOp edge when complete. 8· 7 em. long; 10 em. wide;
3 mm. thick j sale seam 3 stitches per 2 cm . ; quarters seam 3 stitches per em . (sf30g) .
24 Complete, very pointed right foot turnshoe sole. 24 em. long; 8 em. at A ; 3 cm. at
B ; 3 mm. thick; 2 stitches per cm. (sf304) .
25 Round-toed, unwaisted turnshoe sole. 23'2 cm. long; 8'3 em. at A ; 6'3 em. at
B ; 2'5 mm. thick; 3 stitches percm. (sf305 )'
26 Square-toed, left foot insole, with edge/flesh stitching. 26 cm. long; 9 em. at A ;
5·8cm.atB ;4mm.thick; Istitchpercm. (sf312 ).
27 Round/pointed toed left foot turnshoe sole, slightly worn at inside heel edge. Some
tack marks on the underside across the top of the heel suggest a repair. 27 cm. long j
9 em. at A ; 4 em. at B ; 5 mm. thick; 2 stitches per cm. (sf308).
PIG. 23
28 Pointed toed insole with 2 rows of tunnelled stitch holes on the underside, 4 mm. and
9 mm. from the edge. These are now only visible on the heel part, but ~inee there are no
other slitch holes on the front part there were presumably tunneJIed stitch holes there as
weU. Tiny hole in the middle of the front, 2 em. below the point, is probably a lasting
hole. 22' 2 em. long; 6'9 cm. at A ; 5' 5 em. at B ; f ' 5 mm. thick; 3 stitches per 2 em.
(sf 3 1 3) ·
29 Left foot eared ,ole, damaged at toe and inside heel edge. Vertical stitching. Two
lasting holes 2' 5 cm. and 12' 5 cm. from the top edge. 24 cm. long; 8· 1 cm. at A ;
5·8cm.atB ;3mm.thick ; 3 stitches percm. (sf314).
30 Possibly round /pointed toed right foot composite sole. Toe damaged. The insole has
2 rows of tunnelled stitch holes on the underside, 5 mm. and 9 mm. from the edge.
The
main sole is in 2 sections joined at the waist by 2 nails passing horizontaJly from the front
into the heel part. There is a further sole layer on the front part, fastened by 3 nails driven
in from underneath. The heel part has 7 layers including the main sale. Most are very
worn. The top, second and fourth layers cover the whole heel area; the third and fifth
layers dovetail with 2 small pieces inserted from the back to form complete layers. Layers
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six and seven are fragmentary. These layers are joined by 13 nails driven in from below.
A number of these nails are also now visible on the insole. Two further nails have been
driven in from the top to secure the 2 front sole layers. The 2 main sole layers have vertical
stitch holes and were stitched to a welt placed ~neath the insole. Insole 24 em. long;
8'4 cm. at A ; 6 em. at B ; I ' 5 trun. thick; 3 stitches per 2 em. (sf316 ).
31 Wide round/square toed left foot turnshoe sole, to the waist. On the underside, some
indentations across the waist suggest a repair. 22 '3 em. long; 10 em. at A; 3.6 em. at
B ; 3 mm. thick; 2 stitches per cm. (sf 3(8).
32 Left foot insole with long square toe and edge '/lesh stitching. A number of nail
marks in the mid-heel area suggest an extra layer. There is a criss-cross indented pattern
on the front area of the upper side. 24 cm. long; 7'2 cm. at A; 3,8 em. at B; 4 mm.
thick; 3 stitches per 2 em, (sf319 ).
33 Broad, round-toed front repair piece, Pairs of tunnelled stitch holes I cm. long and
I em. apart run around the edge, for attachment to the sole.
19'7 em. long; 10'5 cm.
at A; 7'2 em. atB ; 2 mm. thick (sf320).
34 Very delicate round/pointed toed left foot turnshoe sole. A tiny lasting hole in the
middle of the waist. 21' 4 em. long; 5.8 cm, at A ; I '4 em. at B ; 3 rnm. thick ; 2 stitches
per em. (sf 328).
35 Round-toed, left foot insole. On the underside are 2 rows of tunnelled stitches, 5 mm.
and I em. from the edge, and also an incised line just inside the second row of stitches.
Tack marks on the heel suggest repairs. Two tiny lasting marks, t I ·6 em, and 15 .6 em.
from the toe. Two nicks in the leather mark the upper limit of the heel area, though the
heel is no wider than the rest of the inrole. 26'2 em. long; 8· 3 em. at A ; 6· 5 em. at
B ; 2 mm. thick; 2 stitches per cm. (sf329).
36 Round /pointed toed right foot sole with vertical stitching. Quite extensive lamination
on the underside. Slight indentation, c. I em. wide around the edge, especially apparent
round the heel. 23'1 em. long; 7'3 em. at A ; 2·8 cm. at B ; 2 mm. thick; 3 stitches per
cm. (sf330).
37 Middle and heel sections of an insole with edge/Resh stitch holes, possibly from a
pantoufle. The pieee has a very narrow waist and a wide, round heel. The front part is
missing and a line of stitch holes along the cut edge indicates a probable 2 part insole.
17'2 em. long; 7.6 cm. wide at top edge; I . 5 em. at B ; 3 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em.
(sf 336).
38 Round-toed child's left foot sole. Outside heel edge worn. Vertical stitch holes
4 mm. from the edge, which lie in an incised groove on the underside. 12 . 9 em. long;
5 em. at A ; 3' 5 cm. at B ; 4 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em, (sf337 )·
39 Square-toed child's sole with very rounded heel. Vertical stitching lying in incised
groove, as in No. 38. Four lasting holes I ' 5 em., 2·8 em., 8'2 em. and 11'5 em. from the
toe. 13.6 em. long; 4'3 em. at A; 3'9 em. at B; 5 nun. thick; 3 stitches per 2 em.
(sf 338).
40 Child's right foot sole with wide, square toe and very little waist. Outside heel edge
worn, Slightly flattened area around the edge, outside the vertical stitch holes. 14 '9
cm. long; 6, 3 em. at A ; 4' 4 cm. at B ; 2' 5 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em. (sf 339).
4t Round-toed child's left foot insole. On the underside are 2 rows of tunnelled stitch
holes 4 rnrn. and I em. from the edge. The inner row lies in an incised line. Three lasting
holes 2 em.) 6 em. and 12' 5 em. from the toe. The heel area is 2 mm. wider on each side.
14' 9 cm, long; 5" 5 cm. at A ; 4 em. at B ; 3 mm. thick; 2 stitches per em. (sf 340).
42 Round/pointed toed front of welted upper. The stitch margin round the toe has been
slightly pleated to take in extra fullness, To quarters seam on each side. The instep edge
and along towards the quarters seam has been cut. 17'4 em. long; 17' 7 em. wide,
maxjrnum ; 2 mm. thick; sole seam 3 stitches per 2 em. ; quarters seam 3 stitches per em.
(sf 344).
45 Scrap or off·cut with monogram stamp reading' SIE', though it is not quite clear, as
the stamp seems to have slipped a little. 6'2 cm. long; 4'9 cm. wide; 4'5 mm. thick
(sf 343).
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46 Probably part of the left front of a jerkin. The narrow top edge has stitch holes and
this is presumably the shoulder seam. The right side is shaped as if for an armhole and
has stitch holes I ·5 cm.-3 cm. Ii·om the edge, where an edging strip was added. Below
the shaped armhole, this side is damaged and no seam is visible. The left side is angled to
a slight point in the centre. This edge has stitch holes all the way down, presumably where
the rest of the front was added. The left edge curves sharply inwards towards the bottom.
The bottom edge is cut into a rough fringe. All the edge> are rather damaged. 50.5 cm.

long, maximum i 22 em. wide, maximum; I mm. thick; 3 stitches per em.

47

Child's damaged turnshoe upper.

(5f71 ).

Probably of one piece construction, joining at the

inside instep, but the front part of the seam is missing.

Evidence of a large heel stiffener on

the inside, coming almost to the top of the shoe back. A small round buckle and prong are
still in place at the top, outside instep edge. The buckle is attached by means of a thong
threaded through the upper and buckle and back through the upper. On the inside, a
slit is made through one of the loose ends of the thong and the other is threaded through
and pulled tight. 23.8 cm. long (opened out) ; 2 nun. thick; sole seam 2 stitches per cm. ;
instep seam 3 stitches per cm. (sf 346).
48 Squarish toed front of welted upper. Square tongue at the instep, with the quarters
seams on each 'ide of it. Rather split and damaged. Sewn with the flesh side of the
leather outwards. Two round thong holes on the vamp at the base of the tongue. 18·8
em. long; 19'6 em. wide at instep; 2'5 mm. thick

j

sale

~am

3 stitches per

2

em.;

quarters seam 3 stitches per cm. ,:sf348).
49 Small piece of decorative edging. Only one original edge remains, this being scalloped, probably with a knife, and then the edge was rounded and finished off. 9·3 cm.
long; 6· I cm. wide at bottom edge; 2·5 mm. thick (sf 354).
50 Broad, round·toed front of turnshoe upp<>r, to quarters seam each side. Two thong
holes and remains of a thong just above the quarters scam on the right side. Long, fairly
narrow rounded piece cut from the vamp. Small slit 2 em. long in mid-front of vamp.

The slit and edge of the vamp have decorative stitch holes all the way round.
long;

17 ' 5

quarters seam 5 stitches per 2 em.
5I

J 8·3

em. wide above vamp shaping; 3 mm. thick; sole seam 3 stitches per

2

em.

cm. ;

(sf350).

Child's welted shoe upper, complete except for strap.

Made in one piece, joining at

the outside instep.

The shoe has a wide, ,quarish toe and the top edges of the upper are
cut Jow and overstitched. A fragment of the strap is attached to the inside instep edge.
The stitch margin turns outwards and the welt was probably placed on top of it. This type
of upper would fit a sole shaped like No. 40. 15.8 cm. long (joined up) ; 2·5 rnrn. thick;
sole seam 2 stitches per em. ; joining seam 5 stilches per 2 crn.

52

I

sf 353).

Possibly part of the back or a glove, of very thin leather, all edges damaged.

number of small tucks Tun up the piece.

12'5

A

em. long; 9.6 em. wide, maximum; 1e5S

than 0·5 mm. thick (sf 355).
53 Damaged front of round-toed, left foot welted shoe, approximately to waist.

Consists

of an insole with edge/ flesh stitching joined to the inner row of stitch holes on the welt,
,"\'ith the stitch margin of the upper fitted between insole and welt. The sole is c. I em.
wider than the inrole and attached to the outer row ofv.·clt stitch holes with vertical stitch-

ing. Both the ,ole and insole have an oval hole cut through them. The upper remains
to the instep, where it has been cut off. It is pleated slightly at the toe to take in extra
fullne". The sole has nail marks on its underside suggesting a toe repair. Sole 17·2 cm.
long; 9 · 7 cm. at A ; 3 mm. thick; 5 stitches per 2 cm. Upper 7 em. long; 3 mrn. thick;
3 stitches per 2 cm. Welt is I cm. wide (5f362).
54 Roughly rectangular piece, 3 edges of which have been cut. The bottom edge is cut
into a rough' fringe' I CID.-I ·5 cm. deep. There are a rew edge/flesh stitches on the right
side, 3 per em. There are a number of other cuts and slits in the body of the piece. On
the underside is a small rectangle of stitch holes 0·5 cm. by 2·5 em. on the left side. Of
unknown usc. 20·6 em. long ; 10·3 em. wide; 2·5 nun. thick (sf363)·
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KNIFE-SHEATHS AND DECORATED LEATHER.

By

MARTIN HENlO

Abbreviations used in this section :
L.M. Mtd. Cat.
London Museum Catalogue NO.7; Medieval Catalogue (London,
(940 ).
P. B. Chatwin, 'Recent Finds in Coventry', Trans. Birmingham
Chatwin 1934
Arch. Soc., LVllJ (1934),56-62.
Guildhall Museum
Guildhall Museum Catalogue of London Antiquities (1908).
K. M. Richardson, 'Excavations in Hungate, York', Arch. Journ.,
Richardson 1959
CXVI (1959), 51-114·
T. Tatton-Brown, , Excavations at the Custom House Site, City of
Tatton·Brown 1971
London 1973', Trans. London and Middx. Arch. Soc., xxv ( 1974),
117-216.
Wattrtr 1968
J. W. Waterer, LeathtrCraftsmanship (London) .

The Barbican Ditch (WF5 ) (FIG. 25, 1- 10)
I
Knife-sheath with stamped decoration. Front face, upper panel : jleurs-de-lis within
lozenge design; body of sheath : lions rampant within running scroll. Back, upper panel :
simple zig-zag design; below: jleurs-de-lis within lozenges. Length 24'0 em. ; maximum
width c. 4'0 cm. For thejleurs·tk·lis if. L.1I1. Mtd. Cat., 191, o. A 3666 and PI. xlii, I ;
also o. A 3683, PI. I, l. For lions rampant, Ibid. No. A 3682, PI. 1, 3 and Tatton-Brown
1974, 199 and Fig. 41, o. 234. Although the technique has been taken as diagnosti c of
the 15th century the stratigraphical evidence at the Custom House site, London, indicated
that work of this sort might have been executed in the 14th century. It may be noted that
the shape of this sheath is very similar to that of NO.4, and both would have contained
blades of typical , Scramasax 'form (sf 100).
2 Large plain sheath, for knife-dagger. Note Lhe broad-bladed baselard-knife, L.M.
Med. Cat ., 54, No. A 4953 and PI. xli, J. Length 30 cm. ; maximum width c. 6· 7 cm.
For a sheath of similar shape, Ibid., 191 , No. A 3666 and PI. xlii, I (Westminster, ascribed
to the 15th century) (sf 101 ) .
3 Knife-sheath with decoration produced by outlining with a blunt tool. The upper part
is widened to take the knife-handle and contains a trefoil device. On the part guarding the
blade is a St. Andrew's 1TOSS and a bird with a large bill, somewhat schematically engraved.
Length 16'5 em. ; maximum width c. 5'0 em. For similar sheaths which include a
zoomorphic element, if. Richardson 1959, 103 f and PI. vii , NO.3; Tatton-Brown 19741
199 and Fig. 41, No. 232 ; and Waterer 1968, PI. x. 14th century (sf 102 ).
4 Knife-sheath with decoration produced by outlining with a blunt tool. On the front
a rectangular panel containing a crudely engraved fish; below a running scroll partially
encloses roundels containing representations of a goose, an ape, a trefoil plant and a cross,
On the back the upper panel contains a group of lines, and below is a simple motif of
trilobate arcades, Length 24'S cm, ; maximum width c, 4'0 cm. There are close parallels from Westminster (L.M. Med. Cat., 190, No. A 3760 and PI. xl, 3) and Coventry
(Chatwin 1934,61 f. Nos. 9 and 10, ill. ). A sheath from York (Richardson 1959, 102 fT.
and PI. vii, I ) also has a front containing an acanthus scroll. The back is almost identical
to our sheath, which might likewise be ascribed to the 13th century (sf 103).
5 Knife-sheath with incised design of simple fern-fronds on the front and zig-zags down
Lhe back. Length 19'0 cm. ; maximum width 2'2 cm. For the type, L.M. Mtd. Cat.,
191, No. A 451 and Fig. 61, I ; No. A 2251 and Fig. 61, 2 ; Chatwin 1934,60, No.6 ill.
(sf (04) .
6 Knife-sheath, Decoration outlined with blunt tool. On the front, above, a shield;
below, a running scroll including a' harpy' (or bird with a human head) and some other
device. The back displays an upper panel of grouped lines and a lower schema of trilobate arcades. Length 13'7 em. (tip of sheath missing) ; maximum width c. 4'0 cm. In
general the sheath may be compared with NO.2 (supra ) ; for shields, probably also with
bogus heraldry, Chatwin 1934, 5~2, Nos. 1,2 and 4 (sf 105).
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Knife sheaths and decorated leather.

1-10

from the Barbican Ditch, WFS,
Fill. Scale j .

II

(No. 16) from the Castle Moat,

T. G. HASSALL

7 Upper part of knife-sheath, with rdief decoration produced by outlining with blunt
tool. On the front, three linked oval frames, the lowest of which can be seen to contain a
griffin . The back has a simpler motif, in the form ofa point<d arch. Length 8·6 em. ;
width c. 4'0 em. For the type of design, if. Riehard.on 1959, 103 f. and Fig. 29, NO. 4
(sf 236).
8 Piece of loalher, perhaps part of a bolt to which sheath was attached ornamented wilh
a shield within a quatrefoil, thinly pricked out on the surface. Surviving length 6· 7 cm. ;
width 6'0 em.

For the quatrefoil device, S. Moorhouse,

I

Finds from Excavations in the

Refectory at the Dominican Friary, Boston', Lincolnshire Arcluuology, vn (1972), 21 .48
especially 44, and Fig. 81 dated to the late 13th century (sf237).
9 Large leather object ornamented with groups of incised lines, including arcs, lozenges
and zig-zags. Length t 8·0 em. ; width 9' 5 em. Purpose not known, but if. L.M. },fed.
Cat., 199 and PI. xlvii for another large leather object (differently decorated) probably part
ofasaddle (sf238).
10
Piece of leather with the foreparts ora wyvem or dragon, with its head turned within
a roundel or scroll, in relief but with additional pricked or incised patterning on the body.
Length 7.8 cm. ; width 4.6 em. Possibly from a sheath, or from a book-cover, L.M.
.lfea. Cat ., 198, Fig. 64, No. A 27347 (,f239)'
II Not illustrated. Upper part of sword sheath, with incised designs. On the front a
very fragmentary, possibly floral, design around a central rectangle now mis,ing. On the
back a simple herring-bone design. Surviving length 10'0 em. ; width 6'0 em. (sf 240).
The Castle Moat (FI2). Only No. 16 illustrated (PIG. 25, II )
12 Plain sword scabbard. Length 16·8 em. Probably post-medieval. For the type
Guildhall Museum, 371, No. 250, PI. lxxxiv, 2 ; No. 252, PI. lxxxiv, I attributed to the 16th
century (sf 69).
13 Part of a knife sheath. Front face has two pairs of lines incised on it ; back is plain.
Incomplete surviving length 13'0 em. ; width 2'5 em. Type as above (sf85).
J4
Top part of knife-sheath. On the front three diagonal lines are incised running from
left to right i below them three horizontal lines. On the back are a pair of vertical lines.
Incomplete, surviving length 10' 5 em. ; maximum width 3' 7 cm. Type as above (sf 86).
15 Knife-sheaths, ornamented with light linear designs. On the front this consislS of a
band towards the neck, and a narrow pair of lines running dO\"'n one side. On the back,
faint notches run across the seam. Length 19'0 cm ; maximum width 4'0 cm. (~f87 ) .
16 ( FlO. 25, I I ) . Fragment from a leather object with an engraved and stamped ornamentation, including a running scroll and a triangle containing a vegetal design. L.A-I.
Med. Cat., 195, PI. xliv, 2 and Fig. 61,4. 15th century (sfBg).
17 Knife-sheath with one pair of lightly incised lines on the front and two pairs (one on
each side of the seam) on the back. Incomplete, surviving length 10' 7 em. ; maximum
width 3'0 em. For the type Guildhall Museum, 371 , No. 250 (PI. lxxxiv, 2) ; No. 252 (PI.
lxxxiv, I) attributed to the 16th century (sf96).
18 Part of knife-sheath, plain. Incomplete; surviving length 15'0 em. ; width 4'0 cm.
,sf 260).
BONE OBJECTS.

By

MARTIN HENIO

I Toggle or bobbin from under Castle Mound IV (FIG. 26, I). Bone pierced in centro ;
piercing 4 mm. (sf3) ··..
2 P late from a single-sided comb from pro-Bailey Bank pit 28A (FlO. 26, 2) . Lines cut
along top edge. Thr.. perforations for iron rivets. 110 mm. (sf 7).·\0
'., M. Robinson, ' Excavations at Copt Hay, Teuworth, Oxon.·, OxonimJiiJ, XXXVIII (1973), 107 and Fig.
26, No. 28. There is a similar unpublished toggle from 7g--80 St. Aldale's, Oxford, .mall find 401.
' s· For the trpe,~icallY late Saxon, Itt E. M.Jope and W. A. Pantin, • The Clarendon Hotel, Oxford ',
OXO,.UnsUl, XXlII ( 19 ), 70 and 73. Fig. 25& ; and D. M. Waterman, • Late Saxon, Viking and Early Medieval
Finds from York', rthtKOlogUz, XCVII (1959), 87~, Fig. 16, PI. XVIII, 1-0.
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T. G. HASSALL

3 Probable comb case from pre-Bailey Bank pit 28A (FiG. 26, 3). Two plates riveted at
each end with an iron rivet (SflOS).151
4 Knife handle from Castle Ditch. Rounded end, hollow and slightly tapering. Postmedieval (sf 48).
5 Knife handle from Castle Ditch. Rectangular section with two mouldings running
lengthways along the wider sides. Iron tang still survives. 76 mm. (sf 75) .
METALWORK.

By

IAN H. GOODALL

Barbieal! Ditch, WF5 (FIG. 26)
Close dating of the small group of metalwork from the Barbican Ditch is not possible,
but notlling conflicts Witll the late medieval date range suggested by the other finds, and
the spoon, 14, isofa type principally of 15th-century date.l s'l
The iron objects, all of wruch were X-rayed, comprise a pair of shears, rI three knives,
2- 4, a strap hinge fragment and two hinge pivots, 5- 7, a wallhook, 8, and ten nails of
which 9 and 10 are examples. Knife 4 has shoulder plates brazed in position and nonferrous metal (brazing fluid) along part of the top and bottom edges of the tang, but no
rivet holes. 153 The pin with decorated head, belt end plate and sheet off-cut, 11 - 13, are
of copper alloy, the spoon handle with diamond knop, 14, of pewter.
Castle Moat, FI2 (FIGS. 27- 30)
The metalwork from the Castle Moat has a wide date and type range, although the
knives are the only individually numerous group. There is, a little surprisingly, only one
key, and the items of horse furniture only slightly outnumber the groups of tools, of structural ironwork and of strapping. Two purse-frame fragments are of interest, but the
personal equipment is not otherwise outstanding, for of five buckles only two are of copper
alloy, and the remaining objects comprise only a few pins, lace-ends and a thimble.
The knives date from the 13th to 14th centuries through to the 18th century, but the
majority are of the 16th century and earlier. Only five have the bolster between blade
and tang, a hafting innovation of the 16th century, and two of these have variously preserved angled-backed scimitar blades of the 18th century. I).; The spurs also have a wide date
range from the 15th to 17th centuries. A 19th-century spur from the Castle Mound has
also been included. The four pewter spoons are also reasonably datable. Two have
diamond knops, which are a principally 15th-century feature, one has a horned head-dress
knop of the first half of the 15th century, and the other is a spoon ( slipped in the stalk' , a
type popular from the early 16th century until the mid 17th century.'ll

Iron
Knives ( FlG. 27) form the largest group of ironwork, most of which has been X-rayed,
and the variety of their features reflects their wide date range. 15- 27, 45, 47- 8 have
whittle tangs for insertion in a handle, but 28- 44 and 46 have riveted scale tangs. 49 is a
scale tang fragment, 50-2 are incomplete blades. 29,32,4' and 47- 8 retain all or part
of their wooden handles, and 44- 5 their bone handles. Knives with scale tangs often had
shaped handles, as did several of those from the Castle Moat, and the copper alloy end-caps
of 29- 31, double-hoof end of 41 , and writhen iron knop of 44 are of particular note. 32 and
42 have nibbed ends on which end-caps were formerly impaled. Scale tang knives also
often had applied non-ferrous shoulder plates immediately in front of their handles, and 3',
IS' O. M. Watennan. op cil. note '50, go and PI. XIX.
F. G. Hillon Price, Old Base Metal Spoons ( 1908),23- 5, Pl . III- IV, 2, 3.
Ian H . Goodall in Guy Beresford, The MedulJ(Jl Clay·Land Village: Excavations at Go/tho OJId Barton Blount
( '975), 7~" F;g. 37, 35·
1' 4J. F. Hayward, EnglishCutlery ( 1957), 5. II.
'ss Hilton Price, op. cit. in note 152, 23-6, 38-,P .
'P
'B
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36 , 38 and 41 retain one or both of these riveted in place, 29-31, 33-5, 39 and 42 thdrs
brazed in place. These plates, however, '.,,-ere eventually supplanted during the 16th
century by a bolster cut from a single piece of iron and forged in one with the blade and
tang. The practice of stamping cutler's marks on the blade and inlaying them with nonferrous metal was of medieval origin, but it is generally thought that inlaying ceased during
the 16th century.'s' Knives 31 - 2 and 41 have inlaid marks, but those on 23-8, 35 -9,
44 5 and 48 are not inlaid. The swage, or bevel, along part of the back of 27 is unusual,
as is the findingofa clasp knife, 53, which must be of post-medieval date.
Three of the four pairs of scissors, 547, have . imilarly off-set finger loops, the other
pair's handles being formed by returning the stems. Key 58 is incomplete, but lock 59
retains its complete mechanism within a case with corner attachment holes. Door and
window fittings are few, but include latch rests 60 and 61, a small pivot 62, and one leafof
a pinned butterfly hin~e, 63. Lengths of strapping of various sizes, some with terminals,
are 64--9. Structural Ironwork includes a series of nails and a bolt, 70-4, nya angle ties,
75-6, a staple, 77, two incomplete chain links, 78-g and a spiked hook, 80. Toot. are
smaller in number, but not in range, and comprise a\4,'ls 81-2, a bodkin, 83, large pricker,
84, spoon bit, 85, wedges, 86-7, a hammer-head, 88 and balance arm 89. Objects of a
more personal character are buckles 90- 2, purse frames 93- 4 and a possible har, 95, and a
heel-iron,96. Items of horse furniture ( P10. 29) are horseshoes 97-8, snaffle bit 99 and two
tanged curry-comb handles, 100- 1.
(The balance arm, 89, has been wrongly drawn on Fig. 28. A correct drawing will
appear in a subsequent Oxonitnsia. )

The Spurs. By BLANCHE ELLIS ( P10. 29)
Iron long.necked spur. One side and the rowel missing. The remaining side, 0
flattened D section, projects downwards under the ankle, where its forward end curves
upwards to the" figure 8 I I terminal. An incised line runs horizontally below the top edge
from behind the heel to the curve. There is no crest but the rounded neck projects from
below the incised line. Empty rowd box now compressed; projecting conical rowel bosses.
Traces of non ferrous plating ( ? tin or silver) . Also considerable encrustation of copper
alloy on the neck, which might have come from an adjacent object although numerou
traces on both surfaces of the side look like plating. Second half of the 15th century.
Gilded spurs of similar form appear on the Monforte alterpiece : 'Adoration of the
Kings " which Hugo van der Goes painted, probably between 1467 and 1474, now in
Berlin .'57
J03
Iron spur. Sides flanged about 18 mm. deep behind the wearer's heel, then fonvard
reduced to about 6 mm. deep to curve under the ankle. Sides twisted and too
damaged to ascertain terminal type. Low set straight neck, the end of the rowel box
and rowel missing. Outer surfaces appear to show traces of plating, probably tin,H
16th century.
104 Exceptionally slender iron spur. Straight D section sides, with a group of diagonal
incised lines decorating each beside the junction with the neck. Single ring terminals,
one broken . Small buckle, now detacbed. Rowel originally of6 sharp points, one broken.
Traces of non ferrous plating, probably tinned ( ?).'S9 Probably second half of the 16th
century.
105 Fragment of an iron spur. Straight (D section) sides, badly corroded. Second half
of the 16th century.
106 Small iron rowel spur. Straight (D section) sides, "figure 8" terminal One stud
attachment for the lower leather remains. Slight traces of non ferrous decoration ( ? /.
J02

Hayward, op. cit. in note: '54. 5.
Colin Thompson and Lorne Campbell , Hugo t'(Jn tkr G«s ud tIu Trini!1 PtJlUU in Etlinburgh (Trustees of
the National Galleries of Scotland, 1974).
'5 1 E. M.Jopc:,· The Tinning of Iron Spun: A Continuous Practice from the Tenth to the Seventeenth
~ntury " OXDnunsiIJ, XXI ( 1956),35-42.
,~ , Ibid.
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Spurs of this type and date were often encrusted with silver. This type of small spur was
in common use in the second halfofthe 17th century.
107 Small iron spur similar to 106 above but with an exceptionally short neck. The
buckle position indicates use on the left fool. There appear to be traces of non ferrous
plating, perhaps silver encrustation. Second half of the 17th century.
loS Fragment ofan iron spur, similar to 106 and 107 above. Slender, tapered, D section
sides now distorted and one terminal missing; the . light even curve of the most complete
side may be original. The remaining evenly. et "figure 8 u terminal retains a scrap of an
attachment for a leather. Some faint traces o[infi"ed lines on the badly corroded surfaces
may indicate decoration or roughening for plating, but could be rust texture. Second half
of the 17th century.
I 09
Iron spur for the righ t foot. D section sides. One I< figure 8)) terminal retains a
buckle and a disc shaped hook attachment for the lower leather. Buckles were worn to the
outside. Traces of non ferrous plating, probably un. 160 This is a strong, functional spur
for use with stout riding boots by a cavalryman or traveller of the 17th century.
110 Iron spur. Straight sides of flat section increasing slightly in depth towards their
squared-ofT forward ends,161 each of which is pierced with a round hole for a screw. Thesc
screws attached the spur permanently to the boot heel. Probably ntilitary. First quarter
of the 19th century. From Castle Mound, unstratified. Spurs of this type attached to
boot heels were the immediate predece5sors of the box spur 161 which was invented by Henry
Maxwell c. 1820.

Copptr alloy FlO. so)
The most interesting object is the ofT-cut from the rim of a moulded dish, J J I, but
other objects are a possible knifc handlc, 112 , patch, 113, buckle frames J 14- 5, a thimble,
IJ6, chain, 117 and end-cap from a knife handle, 118.
One of three needles, 11g-121,
has a triangular tip, and a fragment ofa fourth resembles 121. Numerous pins were found ,
one with a single spiral-twist wire head, 122,23 with double spiral-twist heads, of which 123
is typical, and one with a flattened, spherical head, 124. 125 is a length of wire similar to
another piece with split ends, and 126 is one ofthrec lace-ends.
Ptwttr ( FIC. so)
Offour spoons, 127- 8 have diamond knops and identical maker's marks or touches on
their bowls. 127 is complete, its slender stem and fig-shaped bowl distorted. 129 has a
knop representing the bust of a woman with a horned head-dress, whilst 130 , also broken
across the bowl, has a slant-cut end and is of the type known in wills and inventories as
• Slipped in the Stalk '.

By BRIAN MARPLES
I n the following consideration of the bones, no dislinction between those of Sheep and
Goat is attempted, with the siugle exception of a large horn-core which is undoubtedly
that of a Goat. All bones or parts of bones were counled with no attempt being made to
attribute them to individual skeletons. Taking the collection as a whole, the bones of Ox
and Sheep were much the most numerous, 249 and 382 respectively, while there were only
55 of Pig, the proportions being S6°'0, 55 o~ and 8 0 '°' Only 17 bones of Horse were found .
The smaller mammals and birds were present in very small numbers and the only unusual
occurrences were a fragment of Red Deer antler and a single vertebra of a Porpoise. There
were also included 58 Oyster (OstrlUa ) shells and a single Mussel (Mytilus) shell.
Measurements of the bones were made where this was possible and the record of these
THE ANIMAL BONES.

.h

Ibid.

•, . Figure ~9 lide view: the forward end of the side illustrated is rounded by corrosion, the side not shown
clearly shov."S the squared-off shape or the ends.
161 Th(' box. spur has a prong which filS into a box in the boot heel, where it is retained by an internal spring
fitting.
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is available from the Oxford Archaeological Excavation Committee. A record was made
of any bones showing cuts or with signs of having been chewed by dogs, but these figures
do not ~eem worth reporting. The number charred, seven only, suggests that roasting was
not a common method of cooking.
Eight groups of bones are distingui hed archaeologically and the bones from these are
considered separately. Three of the groups con iSlcd of only negligible numbers.

Croup I
Pre-Mound, before c. 1071
Out of69 identifiable bones 20 % were of Ox, 7100 of Sheep and 8 ~0 of Pig.
Sheep and 2 of the Pig bones were immature .• 6, 3 Oyster shells were present.
Croup 2. Post-Mound, after c. 1071
Negligible numbers. Only 2 Sheep. 2 Pig and

I

3 of the

fragment probably of a Duck were

present.

Croup 3. Pre-Bailey Bank, c. 1071
This provided ,he largest collection of all the layers.

With 489 bones of the food
mammals the proportions were Ox 28 0 OJ Sheep 52 o~ and Pig 19 ~{,. All parts of the
skeleton were present including parts of the skull and jaw and afthe feet. Immature bones
were not common, 15% of Ox and 8%, of Sheep, but 28° 0 of Pig. The Sheep seem to have
had horns, and the presence of Goats was shown by a large horn-core. This is broken from
the skull and lacks tllC tip. It is convex on both faces and has a sharp anterior border whose
present length is 230 mm. \\'h("n complete it must have been at least 300 rom. long, and
its dimen~ions at the base are 73 mm. by 40 lrun. An unusually large radius, which has
exostoses at the proximal end, may also belong to a Goat. Apart from the food mammals
there were I I bones of Horse. 2 of Cat (humerus length 81 '0 mm. ) and part of the skeleton
ofa Dog (femur length 197' 5 mm. ). This group had 29 Fowl bones, the only olher group
to have any being NO . 4, which had 3. Tht'y varied considerably in size, 2 bones of Goose
and 5 fragments of unidenlified birds being also present. There were 32 Oyster shells.

Croup 4.

Pits outside the Castle Ditch. Late I Ith to 12th century.
There weTe 48 bones, 29 ~'O OX, 520 ~ Sheep and 18% Pig. 3 bones of Fowl were also
present.

Croup sa.

Pre-Barbican. Later I,th to 12th century
29 bones, 34°'0 Ox, 62°0 Sheep and 3°0 Pig. There were also 6 bones of an individual
bird, at pr("sent unidentified, and I Oyster shell.

Croup Sb. Barbican Ditch. 13th to mid-15lh century
Thi, group had 126 bones. 53% Ox, 23 0 0 Sheep and 22% Pig. It will be noticed that
bern'een Groups I and Sb the percentage of Ox increased steadily from 20~o to 53°{' while
the proportion of Sheep declined. 7 of the 68 Ox bones and 12 of the 28 Pig bones were
immature. There were 4 HONie bones and part of a shed antler of a Red Deer, the beam
cut leaving the base and part of the brow tine. Most surprising was the vertebra of a
Porpoise. This lacks the epiphyses, transverse proc("sses and neural spine. The drpth of
the centrum is 52' 5 mm. There wefe 14 bones of Dog, 5 of which belonged to an old
individual with exostoses round the joints (humerus length 124'0 mm., femur lengths
137' 5 mm., 167'0 mm., 175'0 mm .) and 4 of Cat (femur length 96. 5 mm.) . Of the birds
there were I Pigeon, 4 Goose, , probably Duck and I fragment. Oysters. 25 shells and a
single one of Mussel (My/itus).

Group sc. Barbican. Later than mid-13th century
4 bones only, 3 of Ox and I of Horse.
Group 6. Post· Medieval
3 bon .. only, 2 of Sheep and t of Horse.
'" Preliminary identifications were made by Mr. L. Colvin.
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THE HUMAN REMAINS.

By

MARY HARMAN

Beneath the Castle Mound there were an incomplete skull, two vertebrae, one thoracic
and one lumbar, a rib fragment and the distal end and ,haft of a right humerus. It may
reallonably be assumed that these bones are derived from one individual. As nonc of the
teeth wcre found no estimation of the age can be made, but the skull was that of an adult,
probably female, and the rest of the bone are not inconsistent with this. J. ·one shows any
signs of extreme old age.
]11 addition to these bones, the distal end of a right humerus diaphysis was found, from
a child aged between seven and ten years. There is considerable periostitis on the lower
part of the diaphysis, especially just above the di tal fos. ac, but the area adjacent to the
junction with the epiphysis is not affected.
From l. Budoc, in the stone coffin, WF74, the ,keleton unfortunately had the facial
area, all the vertebrae except the last lumbar and the sacrum, the ribs, and the lower arms,
hands and fect missing, although otherwise it was in good condition. Both the calotte and
the pelvic girdle indicate that this was a female skeleton and there was no indication of
extreme age. The height, calculated from the lc.-ngths of the humcrw=;, tibia and femur,
using the formula of Troller and GIeser, was 5 fl. 2! in. (159' I cm.).·.. Bones from at least
three people, one a child, were found in a group associated with the graveyard are.-a of St.
Budoc's, WF76.
Human bones from the Barbican Ditch, WFS. were almost exclusively from the head
and the legs. In the circumstances the larger and more obvious bones would have.- been
the most likrly to have been retrieved, but there were some quite small ones in the group,
so that the peculiar dislribution of the parts of the body represented is unlikely to Ix- due
to the coJlection system during excavation. The bones found represent a minimum of 23
individuals: 18 adults, including 4 females and I male, represented by the pelvis, and 5
juveniles aged about 7 years, 8-12 years, 10-12 years, and 2 of 17-20 years.
INSECT REMAINS.
By O. C. VARLEY
Three species of fly were present among the pupa ria found with the skeleton in the
coffin at Sl. Budoc's, VV}"'74, onc of which could not be positively identified. The other
pupae were J\Iwcina stabuLans, well known from corpses and probably Hydrothea dentiptS.
which is oftcn as..c:ociated with carrion. Puparia of the hou'\e fly .Husca domtStica were found
in the Barbican Ditch, WF5·
APPENDIX
THE CHURCH OF ST. GEORGE IN THE CASTLE.

By

JANET COOPER

The collegia Ie church of St. George in Oxford Castle'" was said in the 12th and 13th
centuries to have been founded in 1074 by Robert d'Oilly and Roger d'Iv.-i,166 but there
are reasons for suggesting that there was a pre-C'.onquesl church on the site. The ~trongest
argument for the existence of such a church is that St. George's ,,,'as a parish church from
an early date. The western suburb of Oxford, later 51. Thomas' parish. was called St.
George's parish parochia) in 1224 and 1282, 16 7 in 115' the church had an area ofjurisdiction
(iurt suo) both wjthin and without the walls,,68 and in 1192 the parishioners of\Valton and
Twentyacre (near the site of the modern Jericho) and their tithes were found to pertain to
St. George's. 16 9 The church seems to have had burial rights, for a large number of
I

.64 M. Trotter and C. C. Gieser, • A re-evaluation of estimation of stature based on meruuremenU of
.tature taken during life and long bonN after death " Amd. J. Phys. Anthrop., 16 (19S8J. 79- 123.
I 's The research on which this note u based was done in connection wilh work on the I'ittqrra History of
Oxjorrbhlrt .
•u Amwus A/OfJ4Jtici (RolI~ Ser.', IV (186g). 10 ; Omu.1Cort. IV (Oxf. Hist . Soc. XCVlI, 1933.1, '28.
'" Ounty Cart. II (Oxf. Mist. Soc. xc, 1928),350 ; SandjordCart. (DxI. Rec. Soc. XIX, 1938 ; xxn, 19·P '. 104 .
• " O(mrt (Art. IV, 56-7.
'" Ibid.; 91·~ ; GodslqwEng. JUX. I E.E.T.S. CXUl. 1911 1, 365.
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skeletons, apparently from the graveyard, were found in association with its ruins during
the building of the prison on the site in 1794.' 7.
In six other to\,,'115 parish churches within castles seem to have ante-dated the castle.
St. l\.fary's in the Castle, Dover, can be dated to the late tenth century on architectural
grounds, ,,, The collegiate church orSt. Guthlac, Hereford, was well-endowed by 1066 ;'77.
in 1143 its endowments were transferred to the newly-founded St. Guthlac's priory on the
outskirts of me town, and the old church fell into disuse.ln At Leicester the parish of the
collegiate church of St. Mary de Castro, founded by Robert de Beaumont Count of Me ulan
in 1107, comprised a small area within the walls and the south field outside them,17i
and the church, which stood in the castle bailey, was traditionally said to have been founded
before the Conquest and fe-founded by Count Roger.l7s It and its endowments were
given in 1143 to the new Augustinian abbey ofLeicester. 1 7 6 All Saints' church in \Varwick
Castle, built by Henry de Beaumont before 1119 and removed out of the castle on the
instructions of the bishop of \Vorcesler in I J 27 or 1128, was also said to be an ancient
foundation. The legendary St. Dubricius was said to have fixed his episcopal seat there,
and by the early 12th century All Saints' was a parish church in po ses ion of burial rights,
tithes, and oblations. 1 77 It was united \""ith St. Mary's College in 1128.171 The coJlegiate
church of St. Mary's in the Castle, Hastings, was said in a petition of c. 1299 to have
belonged to, or been associated with, a brother of Edward the Confessor,l79 and may have
been built, probably early in the Confessor's reign, as a memorial to the atheling Alfred
(killed in 1037), or perhaps in expiation of his murder. A building which appears to be a
stylized church is shown on the Bayeux tapestry beside the half completed motte at Hastings, and the architectural evidence of the ruins of the church is not inconsistent with an
early 11th-century date. 180 The chapel in Pevensey Castle served parishioners outside
the castle in the mid 13th century when permission was obtained to move it to a more convenient site in the town. The footings of a church with a long narrow nave, small square
chancel and walls less than 2 ft. 6 ins. thick with massive quoins, survive within the castle;
both the plan and the style of the walls would be consistent with a pre-Conquest date.181
The chapel of Colchester castle may also have had parochial functions, for the tithes of 207
acres of land pertained to it until Eudo Dapifer granted them to St. John'S monastery in
1102,'" but there is no evidence that the chapel had existed before the building of the
castle.
It seems from this evidence that a parish church set within a castle may ante-date the
castle. The site of St. George's possibly by the Anglo-Saxon west gate of Oxford and in an
area of the town known to have been settled by the late loth century, 183 is a likely one for a
pre-Conquest church. The dedication to St. Georg~ is unusual for any I J th-century
church and would be still more unusual, although not impossible, for a pre-Conquest
foundation,la.. but the dedication may have been changed in 1074 or later. The surviving
tower and crypt, both of early Norman date,J8s are not aligned wilh each other, nor were
they before the re-construction of the crypt in 1794.... This difference in alignment

'7_ E. King. Vtsti(ts (J{OxfordCastle (London, 1796), 17.

H. M . andJ. Taylor, A",lo-So.xon ArchittctUTt, 1. ( 1965), ~ 14- 16.
'11 V.C.ff. HtTt,{s.I. 3'25.
17) M. D. Lobel, ed., HiskJric Tou7IJ, T ( 1g6g ), I Hereford'. 6 .
• " V.C.H. UUs. IV. 369, 376.
lHChTon. Hm. Knifhton (Rolls !kr.) ed.J. R. Lumby, J ( 188g), 62; Leland,/tineTorits, ed. Toulmin Smith,
I (lgOO), 15 ; Dugdale, A1onasticon, VI (3), 1456.
V.C.H. Ltics., II , 45.
177 v.eH. WaTWS .• VIII, 455. 52'2. 532; Dugdale. A1ollasticon, VI, 60'2.
1,1 V.C.lI. lVarws., VIII , 532.
'" A.J. Taylor, • Origin of the Chapels in Hastings and Peveruey Castles' J Chollau Gaillmd, m (Jg6g), 145.
, .. J6id., 145-9.
III 16id., 149-51.
.Il J. H . Round. History and Antiquities ojCDIdusttTCrulle (188'2), 134-6.
," E . M.Jope, • Late Saxon pits under Oxford Castle Mound ', Oxonunsia, XVII-XV"' ( 1952/3). 77.
'14 F. Arnold-Forster, Studies i" ChlD"ch Dedicalwru, II ( 1899), 471-2.
Royal Commwion on Historical Monuments, Oxford ( 1939'. '56-7.
116 King, op. cit. note 170, 18-19.
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suggests that the hvo buildings, or at least their foundations, are of different dates, uni('ss
there was some compelling military reason for the position of the tower; any earlier build·
ing dictating the alignment would have to have been pre-Conquest.
The later history of St. George's is similar to that of the other castle churches quoted
above. The college of secular canons founded in 1074 remained in the families of d'Oilly
and d'Ivri until 1149 when Henry d'Oilly and John de St. John (tile successor of Roger
d'Ivri) granted it to Oseney Abbey, with all its possessions including the church of St. Mary
Magdalen in Oxford and land and tithes in many parishe. in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire. '1 7 St. George's continued as a parish church, but the bailey ofrhe castle proved an
inconvenient site, and c. 1 t90 Oseney built the chapel of St. Thomas the Martyr, which
during the 13th century took over most of the parochial functions of the older church.,11
St. George's continued in usc, however, served by canons ofOseney until at the end afthe
15th century the abbey founded a small college there whose cbaplains were to minister to
lhe parishioners within the Castle.'" At the dissolution of Oselley in 1539 St. George's,
its college defunct, passed to Christ Church which retained the site until 1785 when it was
taken into the prison. 1 90 The area around the Castle was called St. George's parish in 1542
and 1570, and an Easter communion in the church was recorded in 1570,191 but by 1611
the church was disused. 1 91

The Socie!! thanks tn. Departmtnt of the Environment for a publication grant for this
paper.

. t, OSt~ Cart. IV, ~, 27-8 .
... Jbid., II, 432-5 .
.t, Ibid., IV, 37 j < ParI. Petitions relating to Oxford', ColltdaMa III (Oxf. Hist. Soc., XXXJJ, 18g6), 94 j
Cal. Libera" Rolls. 1260-7,213 ; Bodl. MS. Rawl. Statutes 3..... f. 2,;V : Y.r..H. Oxon. II, 100-1 .
• ,- Christ Church Arch., MSS. XX c. 3, 193 i XX C. II, r. 10'; ; XX c. 13, r. 4 ; XX c. 19, r. 132 ; Chapter
Act Uk. '77fH>q, 497·
.,. Bodl. MS~ Oxf. Oioc. C. 21, fr. 57, 105v j ulms aM Papns of Harry YIII, XVII, 490.
1,1 Christ Church Arch. MS. XX c. 3, 193.
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